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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 191 1

No. 133

CITY EDITION

a proclamation admitting New Mexico
INDICTMENTS
and
Arizona Into the union.
Pittsburg, April 12. Federal Indict
of New Mexico shall rote on a propos- were
ments
returned
yesterday
ea amendment to the constitution
against the Pennsylvania railroad and
He contends tiiat, as framed, the
the Pittsburg & Lake Erie railroad.
constitution is Impossible of amnd
The charges Involve the alleged fail
ment In an Important particular and
he said he would not consent to Its
ure by the interstate carrier to ob
ratification unless the proposed pro
serve the tariffs filed with the inter
is adopted.
vision
state commerce commission and with
concessions
PRE
unlawfully granting
GENERAL
JOSE SANCHEZ
ON
BALLOT DOL- HUMAN LIFE IN TROUBLE
conviction
chargesUpon
demurrage
DICTS HE WILL TAKE CITY
LIVER'S SUCCESSOR WAS
Boston, April 12. An assienmeut
the maximum fines will aggregate
WITHIN FIVE DAYS .
CHOSEN
for the benefit of its creditors has
$400,000 against each of the corpora
been made by the Human Life PubWiggins came to his store a short tlons.
LINES ARE DRAWN NEARER lishing eomnanv of this citr to Her- - A PROGRESSIVEREPUBLICAN;
time later and demanded some mora
bert H. White treasurer of the Uni
Word MEDALS FOFl HEROIC
supplies. He was refused.
FIREMEN
PreBS of Cambridge, which
versity
was sent to Rogers by Wiggins that
New York, April 12. In the pres LAST SOURCE OF 8UPPLIE8 OF printed the concern's magazine, Hl-- VICTORY CAME ONLY AFTER A
he could obtain no more supplies
BELEAGUERED
TOWN HAVE
STORMY SCENE IN THE
enoe of many women and children
man Life.' It is believed the liabilities
Rogers then went to Joe Danzlger.
whom they had rescued, 24 firemen
BEEN CUT OFF- of
the company are in excess of
LEGISLATURE
"Danzlger," he said, "can you keep were
presented with medals for brave
The capital stock of the com
a secretT"
work In
Mayor Gaynor, in
FAR FROM ENDED pany was $500,000.
Danzlger replied that he could,
TWO
presenting the medals, said the New THE WAR IS
BALlOTSJfERE TAKEN
"Well," continued Rogers, "quietly York fire and police departments were
ADDS TO
get word to Joe Wiggins that I want the best in the world.
PLAYGROUND FOR HIS GRAVE THEREAFTER THE ASSEMBLY AD
PROVISIONAL
OF
SECRETARY
to see him here In your store and
Cleveland, 0., April 12. "When I die
ABOVE
IT
JOURNED AFTER AN ALL
STATE PUTS
have a private conversation with him
"
I hope the people will make a playBILL
FOR
TRADE
FREE
WHIMS
MADERO'S
Let nobody know about the meeting
WINTER SESSION
over
I
would
rathe!
my
body.
ground
of WigginB and myself."
Washington, April 12! Chairman
have the children romping over my
Des Molnee. Ia.. Anril 19! lnrfr.
Danzlger promised and the meeting Underwood of the ways and means
Presidio, Tex., April 12. Jose San
than a hundred monuments."
occurred some time last week. What committee ot the. house today Intro chez, the insurrecto commander, an- grave
William
S. Kenyon, republican, was
This was the statement often made
transpired when the two men met is duced his bill to put on the free list nounced today that the Insurgent
d
elected
States senator to
united
former
Tom
L. Johnson,
Mayor
not known. Danzlger failed to Bee about a' hundred articles which are army would enter the besieged city by
the
late
Senator
Dolliver.
on
the
who died Monday night, to his friends.
in the meeting of now dutiable. The list is of especial of
h
ballot in the Iowa legOjinaga, Mexico, within five days. A mass meeting will be held tomorrow
key anything suspicious
Will Rogers and Joseph Wiggins, through the front door. The
Includes
and
never
to
fanners
told
the
and
benefit
and
islature
Wiggins
this afternoon. The vlotory
Rogers
been
have
lines
rebel
the
Day by day
to
a
for
to
kidnapers of little young Rogers had given him, however,
memorial
funds
Mr,
raise
leather drawn closer and after a brisk fight
came on the second ballot after a
about It, until meats of all kind, lumber,
Waldo Rogers, will be incarcerated refused to unlock the door and he was the officers anything
Johnson's memory.
etc
.
goods,
.
adlast
stormy session. Kenyon Is a progreswere
night
last night, the trenches
temporarily at least, la the territorial obliged to give up the attempt. The
arrest
sive republican.
the
for
credit
Geenrous
were
was
bullets
Mr.
from
until
the
of
the
absence
home
falling
It
Fe.
vanced
Scnta
Rogers
penitentiary at
The Iowa legislature which
had
in the water at New Ford, the last
deemed by the officers to be much following night and the presence of of the kidnapers should be given
been
deadlocked
Detective
all
IN
over
OFF
THEY'RE
O'Leary,
winter
the
Fornoff,
Captain
Will
the
in
and
house
in
the
prithat
shore
them
American
prelink to the
young
Rogers
TO FIX BOUNDARY
better policy to hold
of the United States senator-shiquestion
be
for
the
of
source
son than to place them in the county sented, an admirable opportunity for Mounted Policeman Apolonio A. Sena,
supplies
only
Romero and
adojurned sine die at 2 o'clock
jail. They may be brought back to carrying out the plot. , Wiggins and Sheriff Romero, Cleofes
leaguered garrison Braulio HernanTt
was
this afternoon- - The house by a vote
Sena.
THE
LEAGUES
BIG
for
state
Deputy Sheriff Enrique
of
Las Vegas before the date set for the Rogers availed themselves of it.
secretary
OF NEW MEXICO dez, provisional
of 74 to 27 this morning concurred
who first got on Wiggins
Chihuahua, has established headquar
sitting of the grand jury or one or It is rumored that young Rogers' Fornoff
In the senate's resolution to that efworked
who
up
Sanchez.
General
both of the culprits may be released probable defense will be insanity. He track. It was Sena
of
ters in the camp
fect.
secured
and
LET
ease
THOUSANDS
OF
ROOTERS
the
Wiggins
against
on bond. These "things will develop has remarked to some of the officers
COMMISSION He declares all talk of peace at this
NITED
STATES
was
It
O'Leary.
confession.
first
his
war
AT
OF
TODAY
LOOSE
OPENING
"This
later.
that he believes he was insane when
time is unauthoritative.
WILL START WORK ON TEWhen arraigned at 1 o'clock this af- he plotted the crime and put It into the trained man hunter, who advised
BASEBALL SEASON
MINING PROMOTER HELD
is bigger than Francisco Madero or
15
ON
TASK
APRIL
DIOUS
.
ternoon before Justice of the Peace execution.'1. Throughout the ordeals of and assisted and was Instrumental in
Boston, April 12. Three Indictment
group of leaders," he said today.
any
D. R. Murray, who held court in one last night and today he has remained securing a large amount of evidence
"It is a revolt of the people and they
Naw York, April 12. Play ball. of three counts against Victor M.
Washington, April 12. The United are not going to stop until they win They're off in the big leagues. From Weil, a Water street mine promoter,
of the rooms of,the Castaneda hotel, cool and collected, however, showing leading to the confessions of Wiggins
Sher States
the throats of a dozen umpires boomed charging the use or the mat's In a
boundary commission, which Is the reforms they are after.
young Rogers pleaded not guilty and his remarkable nerve. His only soli and Will Rogers. It was Deputy
no
scheme to defraud were returned by
tracKs
discovered
who
iff
He
Sena
examination.
wuu,""
rortn tnis onemocu iu
waived preliminary
the boundary line be
citation is for his parents, whoBe sor
the federal grand Jury lat yeetefday.
have
norwra
or
men
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lover,
million
that
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Mexico will
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j,....,
have
me
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accordingly
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Murray
greatest anguish.
ute, three time mayor of Schnec- teams of the National and American the
d strongly to Rogers' guilt. It was the southeast corner of New Mexico,
to await the action ot the territorial
with a pistol leagues, and the American association ing corporation of Nevada, in letters
himself
The lather and mother of the boy Sheriff Romero and Warden Cleofes
killed
extady."
next
is
It
meet
here
work.
where it will begin
grand Jury, which will
u hath room of his home uns Btarted on their journey for the covet and printed matter sent 'through the
are prostrated. Both received atten Romero who "obtained the information
which conmonth. The men were sent to Santa tions from a
the
commission,
pected
and
sheriff was wait
weather malls in 1908, defrauded investors.
last
nigttt
physician
of
wmcernine Will Rogers' trip to the sists of former United States Senator morning, while the with a warram ed championship flags. The
ob
Fe this afternoon by permission
to break un
door
and
is
front
Either
Interfere
at
the
to
bring The sums he Is charged to have
likely
fol
threatened
man
today.
ing
of (Deputy
West side early in the morning
named.
are
not
in
tained
T.
A.
the
Judge Roberts, in charge
Irregularities
cit
of
moment.
with
him
number
a
M.
in
at
Francis
Crockrell,
fans
representing
any
neder the strain
charging
grief to the
lowing the kidnaping of his little
Sheriff Enrique Sena and another
ies. At Cbicago the lovers of tne
and Sam R. Scott, the the handling of an estateRogers, jr., the brother of the kid
States
United
as
made
was
officer. Their departure
down with grief. He- phew.
national came this morning looked
state of Texas. It will require about
and few people naper, is bowed
quietly as possible
the
at the rain soaked streets. COUNTERFEITER IS
believe
to
the.
last
was
grumpily
among
had been
months to finish the work.
three
vAuvn nr
v. it until after they
it
So did the rooters at St. Louis, Cincourt terrible truth and did not give
FORCED
About thirty brass plates, which are CUMMINS
taken away. Judge Murray
WITH
doubt
and Louisville; while at Washcinnati
.
PLEASED
last
the
until
possible
credence
to be set In solid cement bases, three
room was crowded with curious per-DENVER
ington, where President Taft has
NABBED
For this reason had been dispelled
feet square have been forwarded to
o on mnmlnz.
for the purpose of
in
been
avaritraining
the
the
money,
to
be
are
This
BANKRUPTCY
In
These
Captain
morning
held
commission.
INTO
the hearing was
ROAD the
nitrfiln the first ball from his box
for which caused tne
used in replacing the piles of stones
Fornoffs room in the hotel. District - cious desire an
the new concrete grandstand, over- ARREST OF ASSAYER AND CHEM
in
upright young man
marl W. G. Ward, Cap- downfall of
used by Clark in 1859 In marking the
skies and the prediction of rain
cast
best
of
one
the
to
IST ENDS A TWO YEARS'
THE BREEZY TENNESSEAN WHO
boundary.
tain Fornoff. Detestlve O'Learyand and brought grief
AND
MILLS
GOVERNOR
brought gloom to the hearts of the
families in New Mexico, was taken BOTH
SEARCH
INTO WALL STREET,
BLEW
otner
other men were present
baseball enthusiasts. But in the
ENGINEER MILLER SO
mnlalnt against Rogers and from the safe in the Castaneda hotel
conditions
ti,
UP
HARD
SWEPT
cities of the big leagues
MINING CAMP FIRE
THEMSELVES
the statute where it had- - reposed since its recov
Wiggins was drawn under
Denver, April 12. Government offi
were favorable and there were tre12. Details
Na
San
Kaltae.
Alaska,
April
a
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dwelling
the
Miguel
into
last
routine
ir
night,
ery
.
"
opening
the'
at
crowds
UUIKaumg
cers made what they regard as an Im
New York. April 12. An involuntary mendous
which on April 4 threatened
fhA intenUon of committional bank. There it was counted
v..
Governor William J. Mills and Terri- of a fire
UVIBW win,
"
a petition in bankruptcy was filed here games. In the National league, Brook portant arrst late yesterday In apIditarod
Fornoff.
City,
of
destruction
penalty
of
maximum
the
Captain
in the presence
tine- a felony. The
at
torial Engineer C. D. Miller were
com today against William J. uummiuo, lyn played at' Boston; St. Louist
prehending Harry R. Porter, an as- tn thin offense is twelve years' lm - Every bill was there Just as placed
big new mining camp, are slowly
made
New
Trust
York,
at
being
Philadelphia
failed
Carnegie
the
with
progress
the
Tirtwident
of
Chicago;
Phased
communicaprewas
.
j
wire
Is
no
the
lie
There
for
Thin
kidnapers
or,
charge
in
ing in.
packages
In the sayer and chemist, whom they charge (
on the
on the construction of the Mora road. tion with the town. The loss Is es- company and now under indictment and Pittsburg at Cincinnati.
ferred because there is no law um-- k nearly two weeks ago. A few of the
at with having operated an extensive
at
Boston
opened
$5,ouu,uuu
visited
liabilities are given
American league
a trip of inspection they
timated at ,$100,000, twenty buildings wia
wks of the territory is not bills were slightly blackened by soot. On
Detroit;
at
$400,000.
assets
at
Payson
near
nnd
Chicago
sapeno.
the
counterfeiting plant in North Denver.
so
the
of
Washington;
work,
burned. The fire spread
,ifv for kidnaping. Itbe prose-.- r Otherwise they were in good condi the scene afternoon.
ac- - being
New YorK
receiver.
and
were
St.
at
Louis,
was
Cleveland
Merri'l
appointed
They
the
all
Porter was armed when arrested and
yesterday
tion. The money was returned to its
slowly, however, that nearly
unlikely that the men may
T.wo other petitions in bankruptcy at Philadelphia.
companied by a representative crowuj stocks were saved.
also carried two bottles containing
the common law, however, owner, A. T. Rogers, jr.
Arthur
m
Veeas men. The trip was
filed aealnst Charles
have
which fixes the penalty for kidnaping
add. After' arrest he made an at
that might
A circumstance
be
made in automobiles- It was found the
Moore, jr., a director of the jarnegie
at death. Should the common law
of great assistance to the offi
been
miles
tempt to escape, but was recaptured.
.
Trust, commany and Martin J. Condon, CHAMPAGNE GOES TO
.nrt the men be convicteo. cers in their efforts to find a clew convicts have completed three
FIRF.
Of
have
liabilities
and
detectives
ALBUQUERQUE
conroom the
Tha
In Porter's
nt rnAd In the canyon
-- vij.
hvaIv because of their
anoiiicr uihtv-wof the perpertators ot reached the top of the big hill not
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identity
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S2.000.000,
be
at
.riven
ro
t
a
counterfeiting
v D
ilAVfVA W
found, they assert,
feseions. a double hanging might
the crime has come to light, now that far from Sapello. The construction
WASTE IN FRANCE outfit and a thousand counterfeit dolnf 1100.000 and Condon's liaDii- LOSS
CAUSES
. the expiation for the crime .ui.
the
and
the arrests have been made
has been thorough and a last
lars. Search for Porter had been prolties at $6,500,000 and assets at about
etirred the city to its iouna.."--criml mystery solved. As has been stated workroad will be the result of the la
'
inr
over
the
come
$500,000.
ceeding for two years.
DE
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RESULT
change has
RIOTS
SERIOUS
store in
by Rogers and Wiggins, young Rogers bors of the gang. Governor Mills and
furniture
wu.n. TAst nisht he maintain
STRUCTIONjOF BIG WINE
to do with arranged credit for his accomplice at Engineer Miller made some recom
duke city destroyed
ed he had nothing further
NO COLORADO SENATOR
STILL
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Another 'Queer" Joint
Mr
When
the
road.
store.
the
the
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mendations concerning
Last night
the kidnaping than to allow Rogers
12. Congressman
to Miller returned last night to hisheaa
said
Is
Denver.
of
Joe
April
reached
$16,
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Chicago,
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to use his house On the
34 votes from
at
received
Governor
to
bill
and
the
on a charge of
Fe
have
Santa
Martin
Rogers
today
presented
quarters in
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12. Fire
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not
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IAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, APRIL

12, 1911

WX1 HE CDBED
his SKIN DISEASE

INDIANAPOLIS IS

WLL ROGERS' CONFESSION
East Las Vegas, N. M., April 1 1, 191 1
In the first place I read tlie "Silent War" I read most
of it myself, and my brother, Albert read some of it to me.
That made an impression on my mind, and started me to
Some three of
thinking of the plan that finally developed.
to
wrote
months
Joseph Wiggins at Madrid, N.
four
ago, I
him
to come to Las Vegas as there
wanted
that
I
M.; saying
some
to
make
chance
a
I told him to destroy
money.
wgs
this letter that I sent to him at Madrid.
He came to Las
Vegas and I stood good for a bill of his at Dansiger's amounting to about $16. About three or four weeks ago, I detailed
to him the plan of holding Mrs. Albert Roger's child for ran-coI think this happened at the garage where I kept my
automobile.
He agreed to
with me in the plan
He carried
of taking the child and keeping it for ransom.
out the plan as follows:
I had a key made, copying one of the keys to the front
door and gave it to Wiggins.
On the night of .the 28th of
March, at about 8 p. m., I met Wiggins down the street and
At about 11:30 that
gave him the key that I had made.
same night, he let himself into the house and met me in my
room.
Mrs. Rogers heard the disturbance in my room and
the
door.
Then Wiggins covered me with his gun
opened
and pushed me into her room. He wore a mask at this time.
He handed her a letter of instructions that had been previousThe letter demanded that the child be
ly prepared by me.
delivered to him and that I, as boon as $12,000 could be given
to me, should come in an auto at night to a point on the Los
Alamos road where the money was to be delivered and the
instructions concerning the return of the child given. .
m.

.

JOSEPH WIGGINS' SWORN CONFESSION
Las Vegas, N. M., April 11,

SCENE OF BIG

Wiggitis took the child to his house oh the west side.
The same night about 2 o'clock, I went in my auto to Wiggins'
house to see that the child was there and was being well cared
for. Before that milk and other things that the child would
need had been provided.
The night following, having obtained the $12,000, which I received from my brother Albert,
I went in my auto to a point oh the Los Alamos road, some
distance beyond the stock yards. I then returned to the house
of Wiggins in West Las Vegas, secured the child and returned
him to his mother.
The money, I secreted in my automobile
until Saturday, April 8th, then I dropped it in the hole of the
It remained there until I showed
flue in my father's house.
the officers where it was hidden.
The Saturday following the taking of the child, I went
with my brother John to the house of Wiggins. I told John
that I wanted tb inquire if Enrique Sena or any of the officers
had been by.
John remained in the auto while I went in the
hoxtse.
Previously I had written to Wiggins asking him to
destroy everything that was left in the house that was conWhen I went there in my auto on thi
nected with the child.
zvhich
have
I
of
spoken, I told Wiggins to be careSaturday
ful.
Wiggins' wife was not at home during the time that
the child was in the house.
I had agreed zvith Wiggins that he should have hoo or
three thousand dollars as his share of the ransom.
I make this statement of my own free will and accord
I will
and not as a result of any threats or intimidations.
conones
the
add that Joseph Wiggins and myself were
only
cerned in this matter or who had any knowledge of it.
WILL ROGERS.

(Signed)

TWO COUNTERFEIT

BILLSJMULATING

191 1.

Joseph Wiggins, being duly sworn, on his oath deposes
and says that when H. 0. Bursum was sheriff of Socorro
county I was deputy sheriff of the said county, located at San
Marcial.
While in that position I shot and killed Eraquio
Jaramillo on account of his attentions to my wife.
I was
sentenced to 99 years in the territorial penitentiary in 1901.
Sentence was commuted to twenty years by Governor Otero.
In IQ09 the Governor gave me a complete pardon, zvhile I was
I went to Wyemployed at the Scenic Highway as a trustee.
I came then to Madrid
oming and remained till May, 1910.
and there got married to Miss Luisa L. Baca and remained
there till the latter part of February, 191 1.
While I was at
Madrid I received letters from Will Rogers whom I had knozvn
in Las Vegas during about two years when I worked on the
Scenic Highway and after I was pardoned, before I went to
The contents of one letter in substance
Wyoming.
lowss
Ofie letter zvas sent to me about the iofi of February;
that he wanted me to come to Las Vegas; that he CQiild make
In a former letter he had said that
$10,000 in one minute.
I had a house to come to Las Vegas at once. I came to Las
I came to Las Vegas about
Vegas in 'response to that letter.
came
1.
I
After
February 23, 191
(I had a sprained ankle at
the time) I went to see Will Rogers at the office of the Agua
Pur a company and he asked me how I zvas fixed. I told him
He went good for me at Dansiger's for $16.
badly fixed.
Dansiger stopped my credit and said he wouldn't let me have
March 28th I went to see
any more on Rogers', account.
Will Rogers at the Agua Pura company at night. I was going by the place where he keeps his auto next door to his
father's shop, during the same day and he told me he wanted
When I came
to see me at the Agua Pura office that night.
to the Agua Pura office, there was another fellow there that
The other fellow asked me for the use of the house,
night.
while Rogers went to get two cigars.
I told him I wouldn't
let him have the house, but they could pull the staple if they
wanted, as I was going away for three or four days. I went
with my wife and my three children to the house of my aunt,
I stayed there
Felipa Leyba, who lives near the cemetery.
till the morning of.thejist of March. It was Friday mornWhen I came back I found a note on the bureau, saying
ing.
The note was signed "W. R."
destroy everything you find.
I destroyed it. In former letters I had received at Madrid
from Will Rogers he always asked me to destroy them after
So I destroyed those I found in the house
reading them.
when I returned.
I found two pairs of baby's pantelettes, a
man's
pants, a cap and a mask, a vest, (man's), a pair
pair of
of overshoes, about No. 7. That was Friday. I put them
The overin the privy vault, all but the vest and overshoes.
shoes Mrs. Wiggins burned.
Saturday Will Rogers came to
Will
my house and John Rogers stayed outside in the auto.
but
"Does
here
asked
in
me:
and
came
anyone
yon talk
Will
:
there
also.
was
said
"No."
wife
I
My
English."
said : "Did you destroy everything."
I said : "Yes." Will
1 said: "Yes."
Will said:
said: "You knozv me well."
"I'll make this"all right with you." I said: "You go on and
That was all that
tend to your business and let me alone.
was said." Apolonio Sena came to my house Saturday, April
8 and asked me some questions.
Sunday afternoon he came
I went to his house
back and asked me to come to his house.
I promised him I would come
at 5 o'clock Sunday afternoon.
back and tell him everything I knew, and that I zvould secure
that with my neck. He is the man who told me how everything zvas done and I then told him all I knew on the nth of
April. I told him everything I knew, and that he should have
I came zvith him to
the credit of discovering this matter.
He
the Castaneda because Captain Fonoff sent for me.
This is what I
said that Tim O'Leary zvanted to see me.
I forgot to say that I found a flat key
know of the matter.
A few
in
the house when I returned.
zvith the other things
the
Will
see
zvent
to
at
I
the
Rogers
kidnaping
days after
the
to
and
he
me
leave
told
he
office
and
office
Pura
Agua
All he has done for me is zvhat he
didn't pay me anything.
did by standing good for me at Dansiger's.

if

JOSEPH WIGGINS.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this April nth, 191 1.
GEORGE A. FLEMING)
Territory of New Mexico
'
ss.
Notary Public.
County of San Miguel
he
the child in his
had
admitted
NOTE Wiggins finally
house.
his
in
was
while
it
Possession

ONE

A $20

OF

NOTE

AND

OTHER

DENOMINATION
OF $10

W. H. Moraa
service here,
secret
of
the
acting chief
to
banks, busihas sent out a warning
ness houses and ticket offices to keep
a strict lookout for two new counterfeit bills which have been discovered
in circulation.
One of the counterfeit bills is a $20
national bank note on the United
States National Bank of Los Angeles,
Cal., check, letter "B" series of
There are many mistakes in
the lettering on the bill, the word
"National" being spelled with a final
"1" Instead of an "L" and cashier
being spelled "casher."
The other counterfeit Is a $10
States note, check letter "C. '
The back of the note Is reddish browu
instead of green. Neither counterfeit, according to Moran, should deceive the ordinary careful handler of
money.
New York, April 12.

1902-190-

CHAMP CLARK TO SPEAK
Washington, April 12. The College
Men's Democratic league has com
pleted arangementa for Its Jefferson's
birthday banquet to be given tomorrow
nlgth at the New Wllliard Hotel. The
principal addresses of the evening
will be dellveered by Speaker Champ
Clark of the house of representatives,
Dr Thomas Nelson Page, the well
known author, and Warren Jefferson
Davis, president of the organization
under whose auspices the banquet will
take place.
FIRST GUN FIRED 50 YEARS AGO
Washington, April 12. Practically
all of the patriotic and veterans' organizations of the District of Columbia held special exercises today in
observance of the flfcth anniversary
o fthe firing on Fori Sumter, which
event marked the commencement of
the civil war.

LOVEFEAST
LEADING

locldto

LIGHTS OF DEMOCRACY

GATHER IN INDIANA
CAPITAL

Indianapolis, April 12. Many leading lights of democracy arrived in the
Indiana capital today to attend the
meeting and banquet arranged by the
National Democratic League of clubs.
The purpose of the gathering, as set
forth in the official call, is to celebrate the democratic victories of last
November and to pave the way for
greater victories yet to come.
The National Democratic League of
clubs, under whose auspices these
take place, works In various ways
for the general good of the party. It
is one of the unwritten laws of the
organization that presidential candl
daclee are not to be discussed at its
meetings. Nevertheless, the league
meeting which began here today and
will conclude with a big Jefferson
banquet tomorrow night, is regarded
by the politicians as the opening gun
in the democratic national campaign
of 1912, and many are of the opinion
that the gathering may have an important influence In the race for the
presidential nomination.
The speakers at the banquet will
Include nearly all of the democratic
leaders whose names have been prominently mentioned In connection
with the presidential nomination. William J Bryan of Nebraska, Governor
Wood row Wilson of New Jersey' and
Governor Thomas R. Marshall of Indiana have accepted invitations to
speak at the banquet Governor Jud-so- n
Harmon of Ohio has been invited
and will be on hand If his other engagements permit. Other democratic
leaders of national prominence who
will Join in sounding the keynotes for
the 1912 campaign are Governor Foss
of Massachusetts, Governor Burke of
North Dakota, former Governor Folk
of Missouri, former Governor Peck
of Wisconsin, former Governor
of Kentucky and former Gov-ne- r
McCorkle of West Virginia.
y

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed

Ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to
- refundnd. , p0c.'
day or mono-

14

out
About twenty year, ago I began to break
the
and anus, and commenced treatment with
butdid not get much relief. I continued to treat the disea
and W
the direction of different physicians for two years,
I
chronic
wa.
disease
said
the
that time they
for
tried various ointments, salves, lotions, etc.
medudn.
dec.ded
I
so
finally
off
as
before,
as
bad
was
but soon I
from the
suffered
intensely
I
alone, and for twelve or thirteen years
of my har. At last I
half
alwut
I
lost
time
the
Ivcrema. During
rnn on so long,
S & S., doubtful of a cure, because the disease had me
was doing
good, ana
medicine
that
discovered
I
soon
your
but
was
I
eomptetelr
S.
for
awhile
S.
S.
continued to take it After taking
on my body, which
cured of the Eczema, not having a single spot left
I waited
the
with
covered
eruption.
before was almost completely
of it
no
seen
s.gns
have
until the Spring to see if it would return, but
now
several
been
years
has
It
is
cure
permanent
aadam satisfied the
'
trouble.
of
the
return
and I do not believe I will ever have any
P. C NORFOLK.
1017 Hackberry St, Ottumwa, Iowa.
one who is
What S. S. S. did for Mr. Norfolk it can do for every thousand
the
of
one
many
is
He
just
afflicted with a Skin Disease.
ing tne
who have cured themselves by the simple process of punfj
want
We
you to
circulation
the
from
cause
blood and removing the
short
this
hi
endeavor
shall
be cured if you have any skin trouble, and
result
desired
the
will
S.
S.
S.
accomplish
talk to tell you just why
n as the
The skin is composed of two distinct layers. One is know
as

"'J

De-g- au

,

;

serves
epidermis or outer skin, which has no fibres, and derma principally
or .true sun,
a covering to the body. The other is known as the
and is composed of elastic fibres, fat tissue, glands, lymPh.atcf'
of tiny veins and arteries with which this lower
thousands
etc. The
. .
from
i:' .u ...:!- - " healthful nrnnerties
.
r
j
section is inienaceu, supplies iuciuuus ,;!,
can
therefore
We
and
smooth
healthy.
the circulation to keep the skin
if the sk n
readily see how necessary it is for the blood to be pure in tne circuacids
and
humors
also
and
remain free from disease,
why
lation always find their way to the surface and cause skin auctions.
All skin troubles are due to a humor or acid in the blood.
of supplying rich, nutritive properties to the cuticle, the circulation
ana tisconstantly deposits an acrid impurity into the sensitive hbres
wn en
skin
the
of
sues. This causes inflammation of the under layer
or tne
ulceration
an
causes
and
tissue
outer
thin
the
breaks
or
splits
ot
form
fcczema,
the
in
glands, producing a discharge upon the surface,
Tetter, Salt Rheum, etc. There is likewise a dry form of skin disease
such as Acne, Psoriasis, etc. In these varieties the humor in the biooa
diseases the pores, hair follicles, etc., causing them to swell ana
eruptions and line
protrude to the outer surface. Pimples, rashes,
troubles are all due to impure blood, and only a blood pun her can cure
them. Salves, washes, lotions, etc., will perhaps afford some tempobut
rary relief from the itching, and assist in keeping the skin cean,
such treatment can have no effect on the humors in the Wood, ana
therefore never do any permanent good.
S. S. S. cures Skin diseases of every kind by neutralizing the acids
and removing the humors from the blood. S. S. S. cools the
circulation, builds it up to its normal strength and thickness,
and
multiplies its rich, nutritious corpuscles, and adds to its purity
or being
instead
skin,
the
Then
in
every way.
nourishing qualities
irritated and inflamed by fiery humors and acids, is nourvhea, soothed
and softened by a plentiful supply of rich, pure blood, a. S. S. is the
greatest of all blood purifiers and therein lies its ability to cure skin
diseases. It cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, pimples, boils,
rashes and all eruptions of the cuticle. These troubles cannot.remain
when the cause has been removed, and S. S. S. will certainly remove
the cause by purifying the blood. Book on Skin Diseases free to all
vha write
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLAHTA,.GA.
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From Our Easter Showing Should
Come the Costumes for the

WANT RIVER KEPT PURE
Canon Cdty, Colo., April 12. The

Easter Parade

famous Arkansas river clarifivation
case was called for trial here today
in the district court The city of
Pueblo is the principal complainant
in the case and the defendant is the
Twin Lakes Placers, limited. The
complainants seek an Injunction to
restrain the mining company from
destroying the natural purity of the
waters of the Arkansas river by washing into them any mineral or vegetable matter as a result of its placer
mining operations in the vicinity of
Cache Creek.

If you have not yet planned your Easter costume you
have no time to loose. Come to us. We can aid you
quickly, pleasantly, and with satisfaction alik to your
good taste your fashion eye, your pocket allowance.

Dresses, Suits, Coats, Gloves, Neckwear,
Children's Wear, Motor Veils, Underwear, etc.

Croup Conquered
EVERY

MOTHER SHOULD
REMEMBER THIS

Hlgh-o-me-

sug-

gestions of what you may require on
Easter Sunday and which you can secure at our store, new in style reliable

READ

In any one home where a child has
a tendency to croup, a bottle of HYO-ME- I
should
(pronounce it
be kept constantly on hand.
A sudden attack of croup with difficult breathing and extreme distress
is apt to come on at any time.
The course to be pursued is plain.
Send for your doctor at once, and in
the meantime drop 30 drops of HYO-ME- I
into a bowl of boiling water, and
hold the child's head over it, cover
with a towel or cloth, so that only the
air filled with Hyomei vapor is
breathed.
This method of treatment has saved
many a child's life, and mothers of
croupy children should see to It that
HYOMEI is always on hand. Full instructions for prompt relief of croup
is in each package.
A 60c bottle of HYOMEI is all you
need in treating croup. This is known
in all drug stores as Extra Bottle
Hyomei Inhalent Druggists everywhere and E. G. Murphey sell it
Breathe HYOMEI. It is guaranteed
to cure catarrh, croup, sore throat
broncihtis, coughs and colds, or money
back.

these are a few random

in quality

)

fair in price

-

v

-:-

-

Scores of women who have

already attended our
Easter Showing have sanctioned these claims.

This is the last possible moment you can
postpone
Ours is the store to come to.
your Easter shopping.
We have the best of the new styles, the broadest
variety,,

the most satisfying values.

With what may we serve you?

You Need a

Our Line of

VICTOR
Talking Machine

VICTOR
,

ESTABLISHED

186E

Records Includes
the Best
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THE KIDNAPERS CAUGHT
Mystery no longer surrounds the sensational
kidnaping
of little Waldo Rogers. Every detail of the diabolical
plot
was evolved in the fertile brain of the
boy's uncle, William Rog-ers- ,
who brought it to a successful conclusion with
the assistance of Joseph Wiggins, an
Young Rogers,
when confronted last night with a confession
wrung from
Wiggins by Captain Fred Fornoff of the New Mexico
Mounted Police, District Attorney Charles
W.G. Ward and
Mounted
Policeman Apolonio Sena, made a
x
complete
confession.
Rogers said he and Wiggins performed
the kidnaping and that they had no assistance
from
any other person.
Young Rogers emphatically denied that
his brother, John Rogers, had any
knowledge of the crime.
John Rogers, who had been arrested a short time previously,
was released immediately
following his brother's confession.
At the conclusion of his confession Will
told
the officers they would find the $12,000 ransom Rogers
paid for the
recovery of the child, secreted in the chimney of the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Sr.
Captain Fornoff
f Plice Ben Coles found the
money just where
the boy said it was concealed.
The packages were intact.
Not a single bill was missing.
The confessions of Wiggins and Will Rogers were obtained under dramatic circumstances.
Both were secured in
the rooms of Captain Fornoff and Detective O'Leary in the
Castaneda hotel.
Though the officers brought the men
secretely into the building after nightfall, the news soon spread
about the city that arrests had taken place.
'The lobby of
the hotel soon filled with curious seekers after sensation.
While those gathered in the lobby were idly commenting1 on
triYjal subjects and ocasionally advancing theories at.to what
would be the tinal outcome of the researches of the officers,
Will Rogers, his features tense and drawn, was the center of
a little group in Captain Fornoff's room. As he had done in
previous examinations, which had been strenuous and pointed,
he maintained his composure. He denied everything. He
was innocent, he would have these inquisitors understand that
they could not saddle upon him a crime with which he had no
connection.
It was absurd, he maintained, that he should
the
heart
of his brother by placing his child in jeopardy.
wring
It was an inhuman crime a,nd one of which he could not be
guilty.
Thep the typewritten confession of Wiggins was brought
ct.

'

in.
"Yes, I am guilty," said young Rogers. "Wiggins and I
did the job. Nobody else is implicated."
Then he told the officers where to find the money. Upon
their return Will Rogers, in the presence of District Attorney
He
Ward and other officers, gave a detailed confession.
was kept in the hotel in the care of the officers during the
Today arrangements may be made for securing his
night.
release on bail.
Young Rogers' parents are prostrated with
grief. A. T.' Rogers, Jr., the boy's brother and father of the
kidnaped baby, would not believe in his brother's guilt, even
after his first admission of the crime. It was only after the
his
money was found that he was finally convinced of
Then he broke down completely.
brother's guilt.
It is believed by Captain Fornoff that Will Rogers spoke
when he said that nobody but he and Wiggins were
truth
the
'
Will Rogers, instead of payconnected with the kidnaping.
drove
to the appointed place
ing over the $12,000, merely
home
of the parents of the
in
the
left
in
note
the
designated
a
hurried
to
turned
point near Wiggins'
around,
kidimpcd boy.,
home near the southern boundary of West Las Vegas, securHe was
ed the child and took him to his frantic mother.
bandit.
masked
Wiggins, it is
iot met on the road by any
time Young
near
the
until
home
in
his
child
believed, kept the
him
to his uncle
delivered
and
then
due
to
arrive,
Rogers was
insists
found
be
could
he
Wiggins
easily.
where
him
or left
than
to
that he had nothing to do with the kidnaping other
Will
child.
stolen
the
for
care
rent his house to Rogers and
was the man who enRogers, however, says that Wiggins
the infant from the
tore
T.
"Rogers,
A.
of
tered the house
the dark shadows
into
him
bore
and
mother
his
away
arms of
was
all
Like
convicts,
ready to give
Wiggins
C midnight.
back
hold
He desired to
part of it and
up part of the truth.
had done so until midnight.
years in the penWhile serving a sentence of ninety-nin- e
crime
of murder, a sentence which
itentiary in expiation for the
Otero,
had been commuted to twenty years by
the
of
construction
scenic
highway
the
on
Wiggins worked
It is believed the hardened criminal then
near Las Vegas.
that the
made the acquaintance of young Will Rogers and
the
for
scheme
his
kidnaping
young man, when hatching up
him as just the sort of
of
child,
thought
brother's
only
his
of
wretch he needed to assist him in putting the outrageous plan
into operation.
out of the penitentiary in 1909
Wigns was pardoned
With his wife he went to
George Curry.
bv

the coal fields
Madrid where he secured work as a miner in

JOHN A. PAP EN
of that region.
According to his story he received a letter
from young Rogers in January of this year.
Come up to Las
"We can make $10,000 in a minute.
Vegas if you are interested," the letter said.
Wiggins came. He arrived in this city February 2t.
He was broke.
Rogers purchased for him $16 worth of
groceries, and established for him credit at the Danziger
store.
Wiggins secured the house on the West side where
he has resided with his wife since coming here from Madrid.
Wiggins tells of Rogers securing from him the use of his
house on March 29, 30 and 31.
He claimed he and his wife
left the place and went to the home of a relative where Jthey
remained, until after the kidnaping, but later admitted caring
for the child.
Wiggins today told the officers that when he
returned to the house he found two pairs of pantalettes that
young Waldo Rogers' mother had sent with him when the
kidnaper took him from her, a pair of men's trousers, a hat,
a mask and a pair of overshoes.
He said he threw these
into the outhouse.
Fornoff
and other officers, takCaptain
ing Wiggins with them, went to the place. They searched
the outhouse.
True to Wiggins' statement, they found the
articles he had described.
The mask, trousers and overshoes
were worn by the man who entered the A. T. Rogers, Jr.,
.

,

home.
The successful uncovering of the dastardly kidnaping
plot is due to the skilful and untiring efforts of Captain Fornoff of the Mounted Police, Mounted Policeman Apolonio
Sena and Santa Fe Detective Tim O'Leary.
Immediately
upon going to work or the case, Captain Fornof f decided it
had been done by some
Penitentiaries are the
hatching places for kidnapings.
Learning that Wiggins was
in this community, Captain Fornoff immediately sent to the
Then, while the officers were
penitentiary for his picture.
running down every other possible clew, many of which led
directly to the guilt of Will Rogers, Mounted Policeman Sena
got on the track of Wiggins, whom he investigated quietly for
some time before allowing the man to knol he was shadowed.
After apparently giving up the chase, Captain-Fornofwent
There he secured additional informaSunday to Santa Fe.
tion concerning Wiggins, and an excellent photograph of that
infamous
On the same day Sena questioned Wigand
he believed connected him wit'i
information
gins,
gained
.
the crime.
his
from
Santa
Fornoff
went
return
Fe, Captain
Upon
He showed little Waldo
to the home of A. T. Rogers, Jr.
.

ct.

f

ct.

the photograph of Wiggins.
"Dat's Mr. Friend," he said in his cute, childish way. "I
love him."

Immediately Captain Fornoff notified Sena, who took
Wiggins into custody. This afternoon Wiggins told Sena:
"Give me five days, officer, and I will bring you the money

and the kid."

-

,

"Come and see Captain Fornoff," said Sena.
The first question Captain Fornoff asked of Wiggins
was :
"What do you know about this Wiggins, how do you expect me to believe you can return the money?"
The rest
Then, under pressure, Wiggins told his story.
was easy. Young Rogers was arrested and taken to the CasThe mystery had been
taneda where he finally confessed.
solved.
,
Of the greatest assistance to the officers was Little MasHis description of the interior of the house in
ter Rogers.
which he was kept during his absence from his parents' home,
led to the discovery that Wiggins' home was undoubtedly the
place of his captivity while in the custody of the kidnapers.
The carpet, the bed, the lack of any table .and other details
were exactly as the little fellow had described; On his childish mind was indelibly impressed the entire scene as was the
It is a picture that
face of the man who had him in charge.
he doubtless will never forget.
Not only did Waldo Rogers recognize the picture of
Wiggins, but when the man, in custody of Mounted Policeman
Sena, was brought into the office of his grandfather, Judge
H. L. Waldo, this afternoon, he knew Wiggins. The recogniIt was only after Sena had
tion was not instant, however.
Master Rogers said :
that
lead
to
started
Wiggins away
"There goes Mr. Friend. He's a nice man." And his baby
face lightened into a smile as he lisped the words. Had it not
been for the assistance given by this child, not yet three years
of age, the culprits who planned his abduction doubtless
never would have been caught.
Will Rogers' confession, which appears in full in another
column of The Optic, tells the entire story of his downfall.
It gives a clean breast and convicts him of the incubation and
hatching of a damnable deed. It is coherent and straightfor-- ,
ward. His reference to the book "The Silent War" indicates
that that obscure literary production, by example, led to his
An avaracious desire to, draw upon the purse
crime.
his brother's wife's father by drawing upon the
of
strings
heart strings of the woman herself, was the real cause of the
crime and first caused it to be evolved in the brain of young
Rogers.
Rogers confessed to writing Wiggins to come to Las
Vegas; to outlining the kidnaping plan to him, to providing
the ruffian with a key to the home in which he had been left

National Avenue,
Near the Bridge

1212

as a protector and guardian to' which trust he
proved a false

traitor; to securing the money and hiding it in the chimney
of his father's

home; to writing and visiting Wiggins and
ordering him to be cautious and to other details of the crime,
't he confession was drawn from Rogers by District
Ward and other officers without threat or intimidation.Attorney
The
boy realized the jig was up and he was ready to lay bare the
secret that had been blackening his soul for
nearly two weeks.
Will Rogers is 22 years of age. He was educated in the schools
of Las Vegas. - Until the
kidnaping of his young nephew
he had a spotless reputation.
His downfall is regretted both
for his own sake and that of his
parents.
Wiggins, never received a cent for his participation in the
crime.
This partly accounts for his restive behavior which
led to stronger suspicions upon the
part of the officers.
Neither did Rogers ever have the
opportunity to profit bv
his ill gotten fortune. Indeed, if he had never been detected
so early in the hunt he would have been
caught had he ever
attempted to secure the money.
Young Rogers had lowered
the money down the chimney, as has been stated before. The
packages were attached to a string so that they could be drawn
out upon desire.
The string broke, however, and it was
necessary for Captain Fornoff and Chief Coles to tear out a
portion of the wall in order to secure the money. The hole in
Young Rogers' room had been covered by a college pennant
lest by any means the money be detected
by persons in the
house examining the chimney.
Suspicion fell upon Will Rogers early in the investigation
made by the sleuths.
The further the investigation progressed the greater became the belief of the officers that the
innocent-lookin- g
young man was, literally speaking, "guilty
as hell.".
In the first place, Santa Fe Detective Wells,
who
was among the only officers notified of the kidnaping of the
child before the ransom was paid and the baby was returned,
though he lay along the road to Los Alamos in the dark at
midnight and saw Kogers drive to the place appointed by the
Dandit in the typewritten letter left Baby Rogers' mother when
the child was stolen, did not see any man approach the auto. '
The machine simply turned around and hurried back, to the
city.
Upon the following day no tracks of "men or animals
that could have been connected with the payment of the ransom were found.
The ground was moist, however, and the
tracks of a wandering mare and colt, which later were accounted for, were discovered by the officers.
Had men or
other horses been on the spot they could not but have left
tracks.
At 2 o'clock on the same morning the child was kidnaped
Alberto Serrano, who is employed as a night watchman
by Charles Ilfeld and other merchants on the Plaza, and another, Juan Garcia, saw an auto stop at the Rogers blacksmith shop on National avenue. Then it came across the
bridge and passed the two men. They recognized Rogers.
One of the men on the dawn of morning, told the officers the
nan in the car was "the Rogers boy who wears the black cap. '
The auto turned south on Pacific avenue. Evidently this was
the trip taken by the uncle to see that the child was being cared
ii r properly.
When the watchmen saw the auto they supposed somebody was going for a doctor, but when it turned into Pacific street they knew this surmise was incorrect, for no
dec tor lived on that street.
Rogers' story of the affair from beginning to end was
a uia?s of contradictions.'
First he said the child was found
in Kearney's gap.
Later he said it was on the hill near the
souihern boundary of the town of Las Vegas, a discrepancy
of over a mile. In describing the masked intruder who entered his brother's home, Young Rogers asserted the man
wore a long overcoat; Mrs. Rogers said he wore no such gar- - '
ment.
Will Rogers said the man had white hands like a
gentleman; Mrs. Rogers said he wore gloves.
Young Rogers visited Wiggins' home in an auto on the
Saturday afternoon following the kidnaping. This fact was
known to the officers and led to their connection of the two
men with the crime.
This was the first point where they
came in contact though both had been suspected individually.
The house occupied by Wiggins and where the child was
kept during his involuntary exile from his happy home, is located near the southern line of the town of Las Vegas. It is
the third house from the last in that municipality. It is also
only a short distance from where young Rogers said he found
his young kidnaped nephew after the ransom had been paid.
To Captain Fornoff must be given unstinted praise for
his efficient work. Tim O'Leary, Mounted Policeman Apolonio Sena, and other officers are also deserving of mucn
praise. They all did their part and without them the arrests
mgiht have been delayed. They are a force of officers of
which to be proud and New Mexico can feel its safety well
protected with such men, available in time of need. The local
sheriff's office also lent invaluable aid.
Young Rogers showed remarkable nerve. He was subjected to some terrible ordeals by the officers. All of Friday
night he sat in a room in the Castaneda hotel with a smile on
his face and refused to divulge any of his guilty knowledge.
All day Saturday he submitted to the same grilling fire of
questions and saw spread before him affidavits of various officers that painted a strong picture of his guilt. But he never
wavered ; his smile never left him.
,

UNION GENERAL
REACHES 80TH
MILESTONE
HE IS ONE OF FEW SURVIVING
CORPS LEADERS OF ARMY,

OF THE NORTH
New York, April 12 General Greenville M. Dodge, one of the very few

surviving corps commanders of the
Union army, celerated his 80th birth
day anniversary today. General Dodge
spends the greater part of the year
In this city, though he has alway retained hla home In Iowa, of whinn state he has been a resident since
1854. Entering the civil war as colonel
of the Fourth Iowa Infantry In 1861.
he became a brigadier general of
volunteers in 1862 and a mafcr general of volunteers in 1864. After the
war he returned to Iowa and resumed
railroad work as chief engineer of the
Union Pacific lines. He subsequently
became chief engineer of the Texas
and Pacific and has built more lines
of railroad, It is said, than any other
man in the United States. Of late
years he has had large corporation
Interest. From 1867 to 1869 be rep
resented one of the Iowa dlatrt
In
General Dodge succeeded
congress- General Sherman, as president of the
Society of the Army of the Tennessee,
and ihe has been command
also of the Military Order of the Loral
Legion. He served as bead of the com
mission appointed by the President In
1898 to Inquire into the management
of the war with Spain.
TO ANSWER GRAVE CHARGE

Anderson, Ind., April 12. The case
of Benajmia C. Barnes, who is charg
ed with an attempt to attack Miss
Cecil Hill In a Pullman sleeping car
the night of January 27, was called
for trial today. Miss Hill 1b a daughter of a University of Chicago professor and was returning to her home
from Earlham college, Barnes is a
traveling salesman of Washington, D.
C. He was arrested in Dubuque and
returned here for trial

TCHING HASH

FACE AND NECK
Scratched Until Face was
Cured
Mass of Raw Flesh Used
and had First Good
Night's Sleep in 3 Months.
Cu-tic-

"An itching rash broke out on ray
face and neck, so bad that I scratched
it until my race was a
mass of raw flesh which
kept me awake all
night. After going to
my family doctor, he
not helping me, I tried
another doctor but
without success. After

doctors failing, a friend
recommended the
Remedies. That
night, after washing
my face and neck with
Cuticura Soap, I applied some Cuticura
Ointment and had the first good
in
three months. I used
night's sleep
about two lots of Cuticura Soap and
Ointment when you could not see
a mark on my face or neck. I will
gladly recommend the Cuticura RemXxm. Silver, 346
edies to anybody.
West 38th St., New Tori;, Mar. 1, 1910."
In another letter Mr. Silver says,
"My case was of about two years
After using Cuticura Soap
standing.
and Ointment for about three days 1
saw a decided' improvement and was
entirely cured in two months."
For the prevention and treatment of
Itching, burning, scaling eruptions and
the promotion of permanent skin and
hair health, Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment are absolutely unrivaled in
purity, efficacy and economy. A .single
cake of Cuticura Soap and box of
curaOintment areof ten sufficient.
ra

Bold

a

throughout the tlvtllied worM.

Potur

Cbem. Corp.. Sole Prop, Boeton. Man.
Irre, la ten Cuticura book. Quite to
the Treatment ot Un 8Mn.

Drug
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In many of the weatara states, as
the census figures are showing, there
PUBLISHED BY
has been a reduction in the size of
the farms in the past decade. Montana
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
furnishes a striking example of this
drift in the direction of intensive agriculture. While the average Ie of
M. M. PADGETT...
i. .. .EDITOR the farms in that state In 1900 was
CHANGED VIEWS' OF
LEADERS
621 acres, it had dropped to 230 acres
cultivaINDUSTRY
OF CORPORATE
in 1910. This insures better
EGULATION
tion and far greater crops- - With the
zeal in
increased know ledge and
Entered at the Poetoffice at Eat farming the smaller number of acres
New' York, April 12. These are
L
Vegaa, New Mexico, for translat- yield much greater returns than did days of keen suspense in Wall street.
number. In
population For several weeks
ion through the United Statea Mails the largerincreased
past successive
54 per, cent in the
Montana
Mondays have been given up to wait
as second class matter.
in
agriculture
decade, but its output
for the decision of the supreme
in a much larger proportion. ing
expanded
court in the two big trust cases. With
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 1911
all
The same is true of practicallly
to
the state legislature threatening
of the agricultural states, excepting
a
stock
bill
directed
the
pass
against
AN OBHSSION
that the increased value of products
in many of them, compared with the exchange and congress pondering leg
islation against future trading that
Mystery of mysteries fs the human growth in population, was far greater
will seriously affect the business of
Mis
While
in
was
Montana.
mind. Some fragmentary references than it
Cotton and Produce exchanges,
the
souri increased- in inhabitants only
to the loveliness of the boreal
6 per cent between 1900 and I810,and the traders in the financial district
that sweeps the northern heav. Iowa fell off
slightlythe valueof have plenty of worries aside from
ens, to the wonders of the snowy products of the farms of those states, those occasioned
by the small
wastes of the northland never trod- broadly speaking, doubled in the de amount of business which they are
called upon to handle. In one reden by the foot of man, take pos- cade.
in
must
be
thatj
top,
spect, however, a decided change is
remembered,
It
session of the mind of some strugall western states, especially noticeable in the attitude of the leadnealy
gling mortal and it becomes possessed in
re ers of corporate enterprise. This is
those of the
of one fixed idea that grows and
gion, there is room for several times In relation to the state regulation of
strengthens until it has led a Peary the present population. One reason public service corporations. The new
to plant the American flag at the for the slow, growth of inhabitants in attitude In this respect was striking
most northerly point that the geo- Missouri in the past ten years, and ly expressed by Theodore N. Vail,
for the decrease in Iowa, is that many head of the telephone Interests, In
graphers describe.
d
farmers sold
holdings connection with his annual report
Scintriations of lightning from there and took
up land further west. "Public control or regulation of pubstorm cloud to storm cloud turn the As a consequence the growth in popu
lic service corporations by permanent
thoughts of another to the potentiality lation in the ten years wa3 48 per commlsslones has come and come to
that is synonymous with the force cent for Colorado, 54 per cent for Cal
Vail.
"Such
that all realize but none understands ifornia, 62 per cent for Oregon, 66 per stay," said President
control can and should stop all abuses
electricity; and a Marconi, his mind cent for Arizona, 07 per cent for New
aflame with a single concentrated Mexico, 80 per cent for North Dakota, of capitalization, of extortion or of
unreasonable division
idea, sends his messages of fire flash- 93 per cent for Nevada, 101 per cent overcharge, of
should also be
of
There
profits.
across
a continent.
ing
for Idaho, 109 per cent for Oklahoma,
state protection. Governmental conUnhappily, the human mind is so and 120 per cent for Washington,
constituted that some conception, And the fertility and the vast vacant tiol should protect the Investor as
some idea that does not make for the spaces of those states will permit well as the public. It should ensure
accomplishment of something good a growth in a like ratio for several to the public good service and fair
and great, may take root and grow decades. With their largely increas latea. It should also ensure fair reand nourish until all thoughts of jus- ed number of people, the average of turns to the investor." . There is n
tice and kindness and mercy have the comfort and prosperity of each of very evident tendency to accept th!s
condition and to Insist upon the ade
been crowded out, consequences are those states is increasing.
lost sight of, former virtue is forgotMen bring greater skill to the pur quate protection of investors through
ten, and only the achievement of the suit of agriculture than they did for state regulation and the provision of
evil purpose, only the fearful and merly, and this is the chief reason adequate rates to permit a fair refancied gain, are considered.
why the general level in the conven turn upon capital. Such men as Geo.
Whether for good or evil, such a iences of life has risen so high in the W. Perkins, Jacob H. Schlff, B. F.
possession of the. human mind by one west in the past two or three de Yoakum and others of equal influence
overmastering idea ds an obession.
cades. Under the
operation of the have gone on record as endorsing this
The world's annals of criminology acts of congress of 1862 and 1890 agri- position. Three years ago Mr. Vail
show few more remarkable and
culture in the United States is be- expressed similar views, but at that
Instances oi goodness coming one of the learned professions time few other leaders of the finan
gone entirely wrong than has been The old
style of cul- cial and Industrial world agreed with
furnished to this community by the tivating the soil has grown out of him. But several
things have hap
offense to which young Will Rogers vogue, and scientific methods have pened since 1908 to
change the" atti
has confessed his guilt. Grievous now taken its place- - The government at tude of the captains of finance in reare his sorrow and remorse. And Washington d spending millions of lation to this
subject.
now that the awful awakening has dollars each year for the benefit of
come, it is not for himself that he the farmers of the country. The capa
Having experienced cold storage
grieves, not the consequences to him- bilities of the soil are better known
self that he fears. "If I could only than formerly, and there is far more eggs, cold storage meats, cold storage
keep this sorrow from my beloved intelligence in cultivation. Irrigation chickens, and cold storage edible
without limit, New York has
parents' is bis cry.
is doing a great work beyond the re- products
Here we have the case of a youth, gion between the Missouri and the now discovered the evil of cold storjust on the threshold of manhood, Pacific. When Irrigation has not yet age flowers. Many a bunch of
blooms, it now appears though
who has committed one of the most appeared dry farming is revealing pow- remarkable crimes ever recorded. He wer unsuspected a decade or two ago, seemingly fresh picked1, may have
has been a model boy. His record In a steadily increasing degree the been in cold storage for five or six
in school, among his companions, in farmer is bcominb emancipated from months. Particularly is this true of
the office where he is employed has his old time dependence upon the violets, for which the season Is juat
been perfect. His honesty has been elements. Here are ome of the rea ending here, and many an ancient
unquestioned. He has no bad habits-H- sons why, in the matter of food pro- bunch picked half a year ago is now
has honored his father and his duction, the United States Is likely to disposed of to the unsophisticated purmother. He is the last individual in be
for generations to chaser. In appearance the cold storIjas Vegas who would be suspected come. The regards are increasing age blooms, like cold storage eggs,
of any wrong doing. Yet he has con- so fast that agriculture has attractions have nothing of which to be ashamed.
fessed to the unnatural and serious to which nobody dreamed a quarter- It is in their odor that the
danger
crime of robbing his own brother, of ter of a century ago. For more than lurks. The ancient blossoms
picked
stealing the only child of his brother a decade and a half past nobody has In the dull season lose all their
and holding it for a large ransom, heard of any corn burning for fuel sweetness soon' after being
placed in
How shall it bo possible to make ex- The farmer sells his; grain for high cold storage in the fall. When
they
planation?
prices, and he has enough margin not are taken from the cold storage chamA vivid story left an indelible im only to buy coal but to have pianos, bers in the
spring they must be artiprosslon upon the plastic mind of the automobiles and libraries. His chil- ficially scented.
Violets, for intance,
of
As
birds dren are receiving better education are
the light tracks
youth.
with violet extract,
impregnated
made eons ago In the softened clay than formerly, and he and they wear
as a handkerchief might be
just
so
hardened into rock,
the impres- better clothes, .live in 'better houses,
Not only is there danger of
sion made upon the young and vigr. and have more of the comforts of life
a certain kind of poisoning from smelIwcU
ous mind hardened as it was
than they did in the past. The benefibut they hold their false
, upon, until the lately upright"
purpose cent activities of the department of ling them,
sweetness
for
only- about six hourg
and honest intention toward all the agriculture at Washington JtlaYe .exand they droop and wither as quickur.d
world became transformed
panded In large measure fji, the 4a
These long preserve!, artificially
capable of dire evil. The idea de-- i dozen years. This Is "rfeternafiSm $h ly.
scented
blooms which are vended on
of
from
the
the
eloped
perusal
which
government," but the west,
the
and in cafes at ridiculousstreets
obse-8' has' been an Immense gainer thereby,
strongly told tale because an
low prices, are one of the most
ly
on that clouded and misdirected a
new"adapplauds it and welcomes all
cold
storage products yet
hitherto singularly open and honest vances in itbrought to light.
feature.
Psychologically, though not medi
cally a form of Insanity, Will Rogers, WITH THEM THAT MOUltN
Just what the effect of suffragette
awful as his crime may appear,
vegetables may be on the consumer
should not be wholly condemned. The
There is not a person who shall is a new sensation which Is to be disevil idea mastered him as it has read these lines who will not sympa covered in New York
shortly in the
mastered multitudes before him. In thize most sincerely with the father establishment on
Long Island of the
this clear hour when his crime stands and mother so sorely afflicted by the country's first suffragette farm. This
revealed to his Inner eye In its naked unnatural and wholly unexplainable institution is the result of the activihorror, to him has returned his good crime of their youngest born against ties of Mrs. Belmont,
probably the
impulses, his desire for what is hon- his brother in blood. The young most influential and active equal sufest and Just and right He is not man's offense can not be understood,
The
frage leader in this- - country.
wholly bad; he is not even bad by but it may be accepted as certain that new
rarm adjoining tne
suffragette
inclination or choice. Of all the he did not realize the gravity and
Belmont 'iplacov consists of about. 200
throngs that go the way of unright- the probable effects of his offense. acrMlwhichs in
timewill be entirely
eousness, he belongs to that class His former good record and the high turneaover1
'women farmers. Gar
to
that can most easily and thoroughly standing of all the members of his
are of the lawns, raisin;
be redeemed. For the wrong that he family will go as far as possible to dening,- the
fruits and every
"growing
vegetables,
has done he must suffer and others mitigate the results of his crime.
the1 work about a large counof
side
but
most
suffer
must
greviously;
try estate' will be taught. After a
when justice must be done let It ba
cases
In
of
rheumatism
from
relief
course of one or two years, it Is
sweet
that
mercy
coupled with that
makes sleep and rest possible. hoped, the women suffrage farmers
has In the last analysis been th sal- pain
This may be obtained by
to go out to ear
vation of this 'poor earth and Its weak Chamberlain's Liniment For applying
sale by will he well qualified
good livings as farm managers arfS
all druggists. ,
human mortals.
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owners. The, novel plan has Already
proven its popularity-- , since g within
bree days' after its; Inauguration more
than 200 women had indicated, their
desire to become fanners, undeterred
by the prospect of hard physical labor." The duties of farming, they
be no greater than those pf
washing clothes or scrubbing floors,
although it does not appear that any
of the female fanners to be have ever
practiced either of these avocation.
Nevertheless there seem to be large
possibilities in the plan and New Tor
Is eagerly awaiting the first shipment
of vegetables from the suffragette
farm. There is even talk of a suffragette dinner confined to products
of the new agricultural colony.
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absorb lets fin'of !5ptoDate
".No, Duke, my

cannol

daughter

marry you."
"Bat I cannot live without her."
"6h, yes, you can, my poor fellow.
I think I can get you into some good

ilf

Louisville

poorhouse."

and Collar Pins
Cloisonne Rnnme(5hjrt WaUtSets
-.
t;rtw .i.tVI 3;'"

Tie Clasps
Brooches

-

CouWer-Journ-

Rouelties

Neck Chains

"But," protested the plain citizen,
"don't you consider honesty a iood
'
thing?"
"Sure," replied the politician, but
It's like every other good thing
you've got to make money before you
Catholic Standard and
can afford
Times-

Dental work on snakes' teeth, par
ticularly In the case of a snake about
four yards long, would hardly seem
to be an attractive undertaking. Nev
ertheless several thousand Now York
at
ers were interested spectators
what Is believed to be the first case
of snake dentistry at the Zoo here
African
this week. The fifteen-foo- t
python in the snake cage in Central
Park recently developed a swelling on
his jaw. As a result it was decided
to make an investigation. As there
are a dozen pythons in the cage this
was by no means easy. The big reptile
however, was finally driven into a
corner where his head was pinned
dotwn with a forked stick until his
neck could be grasped. Two keepers
then seized the tail to prevent the
snake from cooiling about the men,
and six more laid hold of the reptile
along various portions of Its body to
prevent it from wriggling. Then the
reptilian dentist got busy. The snake's
mouth was pried open and it was decided that it would be necessary to
pull four of the needle like teeth.
The yanking out of the first one caused a ten minutes active remonstrance
on the part of. the python, while the
other three came more easily. The
Zoo has had cases before in which
cavities as large as a baseball in an
elephant's tooth have been filled, but
this is apparently the first case in
which dental surgery has been applied
to a snake.
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Can't you find work?
evervone
but
TrAmTvVMRiim
wants a reference from my last em
Lady

ployer.
Lady Can't you get one?
Tramp No, mum. Yer see,
been dead 28 years. Punch.

TODAY'S COMPLETE

he's

HONEY AND STOCKS
money.
New York. April 12.-- 0all
Prime mercancent.
2
4
2
per
"Mrs. Chatterall is constantly as
4
per cent. Mextile paper 3
suming the role of peacemaker."
62
45.
Amalgamated
dollars
"Yes," replied Mrs. Cayenne. "In ican
Great
108
bid. Atchison
that way she manages to hear all Sugar 118
New
126
Northern, pfd,
the news from both sides of a dl
Pa-Northern
York Central 106
pute." Washington Star.
aouu'
Reading 154
cifio 123
Pacific 176
Union
115
Pacific
ern
is
Mrs. Kawler My grandfather
bid.
pfd. 119
Steel 77
103 years old.
Mrs. Blunderby Dear me! I didn't
riETAL
know you had a centaur in your fam-Uv-.
Boston Transcript.
,
New York, April 12. Lead. Market dull, $4.454.60; standard copper
65 11.75.
Mrs. F. Marti, St Joe, Mich., says: weak. Soot and May $11.
.
53
severe
a
Silver
"Our little boy contracted
bronchial trouble and as the doctor's
medicine did not cure him, I gave him
WOOL
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
which I have great faith. It cured
St Louts, April 12. Wool Market
and western
the cough as well as the choking and unchanged. Territory
gagging spells, and he got well in a mediums, 1922; fine mediums, 16
short fme. Foley's Honey and Tar
18: fine 1213.
Compound has many times saved us
much trouble and we are never without it in the nouse." O. G. Schafer
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Chicago, April 12. Wheat, May 88
Corn, May 49; July
July 85
Safe Medicine for Children
Pork
31
50.
Oats
July 31
May
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Lard
$14.67
July
Is a safe and effective medicine for May $15.12
Ribs May
children as it, does not contain opiates May $7.80; July $7.92
or harmful drugs. The geniuen Fol- $8.42
$8.00.
July
ey's Honey and Tar Compound Is sn
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross tfrug Co.
KANSAS CITY L1VSETOCK
Kansas
City, April 12. Cattle
Good results always follow Foley's 7,000, Including 1,000 southerns. MarKidney Pills. They give prompt re- ket steady. Native steers,
$5.20
lief in all cases of kidney and bladder
southern
sters,
$4.256.50;
6.40;
O.
Schaefer
G.
them.
disorders. Try
southern cows and heifers, $3.305;
and Red Cross Drug Co.
2
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by
journalism,
would-b- e
reformers, ia just at present
an issue here which from their point
of view seems to be a more important
question than the improvement of the
present building and fire regulations
which recently contributed to the loss
of nearly 150 persons. The Sunday
comic supplement alleged or real is
now calling forth all, sorts of criticism
from persons who pre interested in
the culture of ethic. All this hubbub over a matter comparatively triv-vla- l
hae arisen asa result of the
fancied discovery that the comic supplements stimulate disobedience, practical jokes on elders and many other
tlcal crimes. All sorts of charges
have been made against the comic
supplement, such ad the one which
characterized it as 'a 'social crime
which might carelessly destroy the ex
quisite quality of the young mind as
it expands," and the like. New York
Is nothing if not inconsistent and the
fact that its the readers of Sunday
newspapers can easily destroy unread
the colored supplements does not
seem to have been realized. As
matter of act no New York news
dealer could sell a copy of a Sunday
paper which lacked its colored
ethical culture notwithstand
Rag-tim- e

An

REPORTS

MARKET

native cows and heifers,

$36.25stockers and feeders,
$4.505.75;
bulls, $45.25; calves, $4(f?7; wu-erwestern
steers, $56;
eowg,

a

$3.255.

'

Market weak to five
Bulk,
$5.90(56.15;
heavy, $5.906; packers and butcher
$5.956.15; light, $6.106.20.
Sheep 15,000. Market steady.
$3.505; lambs, $5.25G.10:
fed wethers and yearlings, $4;.)0;
fed western ewes, $3.504.50.
Hogs

cents

19,000.

lower.

Mut-ton-

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
11,000.
Chicago, April 12. Cattle,
Market steady. Beeves, $5.156.70;
Texas steers, $4405.65; western
stockers and
steers, $4.805.75;
feeders, $45.75; cows and heifers,
$2.605.80; calves, $57.
Hogs 23,000. Market slow to light.
Light $6.15(ff6.55; mixed $6.056.50;
heavy, $5.756.30; rough, $5.756';
good to choice, heavy, $66.30; ptes
$6.156.50; bulk, $6.106.35.
Sheep 16,000. Market slow. Native,
$3490; western, $3.154.90; yearlambs,
native,.
lings, $4.4O5.50;
$4.756.25; western, $4.756.25.

"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. a
Kendrlck, Rasaca, Ga. "It Is the best
cough remedy on the market for
coughs, colds and croup." For sale
by all druggists.
Best draught beer In the city, at
Lobby, of course.

the

Easter Sale of Shoes,

Pump s and Oxfords

ONE WEEK ONLY, FROM. TUESDAY APRIL n, TO TUESDAY APRIL 18

Entire Stock on Sale. Women's and Children's High
Shoes, Pumps and Oxfords in the Season's Newest
and Best Lasts Offered. Ten Per Cent Discount
.
given on all shoes not quoted below

t,

ing.

A

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
ANSWERS EVERY CALL

.

East Las

it

$3.00,

$3.50 and

and $3.00
This lot includes fine

$2.50, $2.75

$4.00

We feel that we have somewhat
overbought ourselves this Spring-The styles and lasts were so pretty
that we could not resist the temptation. This lot includes all sizes and
widths.
f
Your Choice at $2.48

Dress Pumps and Oxfords,
House Slippers and Rom-eo-

s.

Every pair guaransatisfactory

teed to give
wear.

.

Children's Pumps

$1.98

and Oxfords All
Specially Priced

Patent Colt, Patent

Vegas people rely

Here is East Las Vega? proof.
Alfred Underwood, 806 National
St., East Las Vegas, N. M., says:
"I have previously recommended
Doan's Kidney Pills through the lo
cal papers and I have vouched for
their merit whenever questioned In
regard to my statement !I obtained
Doan's Kidney Pilla at the Center
Block Pharmacy and they brought me
positive relief from, backache and other symptoms of kidney complaint.
Since then I have taken this remedy
off and on, whenever I had need of it
and it has always done good work.
If my kidneys do not act properly or
my back aches, I can depend upon
Doan's Kidney Pills to drive away the
trouble immediately." i
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MllbuCo., Buffalo
New York, sole agents for the United
States.,,,
Remember the name Doan's and
case no omer.
ra

Worth

Women

.

East Las Vegas People Have Found
That This is True
A, cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
A little cause may hurt the kidneys,
Spells of backache' often follow,
Or some irregularity of the urine,
A certain remedy for such attacks,
, A medicine that answers every call,
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a true spe
cific.
Many
on

Low Shoes for

Special Lot of Oxfords and
Pumps for Women

Kid, Vici Kid. Tan Russian Calf and Vici's.
Sizes 2 to 5, per pair
69c. Patents, Vici Kid
in Black and Tan. sizes
52 to 8, per-p89c.
Patents, Tan,. Russian
Calf and Russets, sizes
8" to 11,
per pair ' $1.19.
Patents, Russets and
Tan Russian Calft .Vici
Kids 11J to 2, per pair
$1.39. Patents, Russets and Tan" Russian
Calf, Vici Kid, 2 to 5,
'
per pair $1.69 j
air

Buy a Ladle's Home
Journal Style Book for
20c and get a 15c pat- -

ternf ree.

lira4.- -'The

515-51- 7

Railroad
Avenue

"

store

I
JSA rscn mm
E.LasVegas.

'

The Ladie's Home

Journal Style Book
Now Here.

of Quality"
n--

m

n.m:

'
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'PERSONAM

UPrescriplIonlst

I'

man

doe. the

why-- the

man

(on
whom
everything depends.
Our
responsibility 1, never
ost sight of for. moment
to prescription
filling. Every
Prescription
leaving
our
tore is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
nd sure if we fill
you,
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

Max Nordhaua returned last ifgfct
from a trip to Tucumcart, Sant Fa
and Albuquerque for the Charles 11- feld company.

JonnPugh, the Wagon Mound
farmerreturned home this afternoon

J
X

CO.

Just

Receiver! a l nt
ui

(

Western
I Garden
Seed

I

In Bulk

and

j

f
I
V

s

Package

.

LAST

From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

J. A. Papen
Grocer and Butcher.

ROUGH.

W. Clark, have returned from Las
Crucea wherejthey have been attending court.
E. G. Murphey returned this afternoon from Albuquerque where he hai
been attending a meeting of the territorial board of pharmacy of which
he is the president.
Mrs. W. E. Gortner returned this
artornoon from a ten days' visit to
Raton, where Mr. Gortner is attending-the spring term of the Colfax county
district court in his official capacity
of court stenographer.
Governor William J. Mills left this
morning on the California Limited for
Santa Fe, after a day's visit to Las
Vegas. He will return Saturday afternoon, accompanied by Mrs. Mills
and Miss Madeline to spend Easter
with friends.
Robert C van Houten, a prominent
ranchman of the Ponil Park country
in Colfax county, left Raton today for
a trip to Holland, to visit his people
there. He went by the way of Oce-olNeb., where his wife will join
him and make the trip abroad with
him. They expect to sail from New
York on April 24th, and will not re
turn until August.
John Joerns, clerk of the court for
the Fourth judicial district, arrived
last night from Raton where he has
been attending the district court for
Colfax county. He says the criminal
docket will, be completed by the end
of this week. The court has been
exceptionally busy with criminal mat
ters this term. Mrs. Joerns and little son remained In Raton on account
of the illness of the little boy.
J.C Nelson, general superintendent;
S. E. Leonard, division commercial
superintendent; B. L. Brooks, division
traffic uperintondent; B. E., McClln- eommerctal superinten
tock, "dlse-kGeorge R. Allen, district,
dent,
traffic' superintendent, of the Western
with
company,
Union.
Telegraph
in
arrived
in
Denver,
headquarters
Las Vegas this afternoon on train No.
1 and continued south on No. 7 this
evening. These officials are on a tour
of inspection of the Western Union
lines in New Mexico.

.111;!

1
2

Clacker
Inlsh.

r

It Does
the Heart

Good

folks
To see how the little
enjoy

Post
Toasties
with cream.
of pearly
Sweet, ;crisp bits
toasted
and
white corn, rolled
brown.
to an appetizing

A Peaceful Man.
"See here, sir," said the irate neighbor, "your dog ate up seven of my
chickens last night What are you going to do about it?"
"Well," replied the owner of the
hungry canine, "I'm a peaceful man,
and If it don't make the dog sick, I
won't do anything about It"
rj tvh

Cook and Serve
in the Same Dish
Food cooked and acrved in Guernsey
Earthenware retaini all the full natural
flavors, and you aerve piping hot right
off the Hove.
Guercaey ia that beautifully finished
earthenware brown outside porcelain
white iniide highly glazed all over.
It ia ao attactive on the table puta the
linen and
fin;hing touch to '
ihining silver.
Guernsey ia inexpensive and you can
get if in all kinda of dishes from the
petite marmite to the family caaserole.
Come in and ace our complete line of
enow-whi-

Brown

White Lined

te

Enunelei'

Earthenware
Look at

Big:

Display Window
FOR

-

old-tim-

Big Specials in

Furniture

For Week Ending April

THE

15

ROSENTHAL

Opposite Y. M. C. A..

There is Only One

E. Las Vegas

30

THE HAPPY MAN.

Lt

-- "J

Dostum Cereal Co,..luU
Battle Creek. Mich.

First Lady

How very happy

the

bridegroom looks! Really it is pleasant to see a young man looking so
Joyful.

Second

Lady Hush I

That's

not

the bridegroom; that's a gentleman
the bride jilted six months ago.
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice is hereby give . to all tax
payers in Precinct Number 29 of the
County of San Miguel, that I will be
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
receive returns of all taxable property. Those falling to do so within the
specified f'me will be assessed by me
according to Section 4035 of the com
piled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
25 per cent will be Imposed on those
who fall to make returns.
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
apr 30
One Conductor Helped Back to Work
Mr. Wllford Adams is his name, and

he writes: "I was confined to my bed
with chronic rheumatism and used
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
with gpod effect. The third bootle put
me on my feet and I resumed work as
conductor on the Lexington, Ky
Street Railway. It will do all you
claim in cases of rheumatism.!" It
clears the blood of urio acid. O. G.
Stiff Smoking.
Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
new
life
said
the
life."
"Tn the other
have
what
simply develop
faddist
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
been our tastes In this.
"Humph!' ' ejaculated a listener.
smoKers.
on
the
"that's hard
WANTED Two or three furnished
rooms ofr light housekeeping. Must
The Souno Sleep of Good Health
be ' close in and reasonable.
Oan not" be over estimated and any
Box 291, City.
ailment thai prevents it is a menace
J3au
Claire,
to health. J. L. Southers,
have been unableTO FORr"SALT3Higih grade piano. Used
Wis. say-- J'I
because of pains
very little. In excellent condition.
aien soundly nights,
across my back and soreness of mys "'Will sell for half of cost price.
very poor
kidneys, i My appetite was was
Terms If desired. Box 291, City.
much
and my general condition
been
have
I
taking Foley
run dow.
stalSALE A coming
ividney Pills but a short time and now FOR
as
a
rock, my general
lion, draft bred, a good one, cheap.
3leep as sound,
conditldns is greatly improved, and I
Also a small stopped pony, very
knowthaf 'FoleyG. Kidney Pills have gentle, part Shetland. Harry Maa-rloand Red
W ' "J- " ""'
curd me.", Ov !Schaefer
Sapello, N. M.
n
Cross Drug Co.
i

Ad-dre-

e,

"

YEAR?

JF

9f
"Bromo
That is
Laxative Bromo Quinine

SUCCESS

;'

CO., OFFER A
THE
REMEDY FOR CATARRH.
MEDICINE COSTS NOTHING
' IF IT FAILS

THE

'

"The Memory
'

r

There Is no baking powder like it
for hot biscuit, hot breads and cake.

Ruboer.

The Old Sldeehow.
Constlpauon brings many ailments in
"What has become of the captivain
its train and is the primary cause of ting mermaid T". asked the visitor
was
much sickness. Keep your bowels the sideshow, "the one that dark-blu- e captured in. the depths of the'
regular madam, and you will escape ocean
'
many of tho ailments to which women
related the mansad
a
"It's
story,"
are subject, constipation is a very
in
dusty silk hat as he wiped
uimnia thin? but like many Blmple ager athe
tear. "You see, when we
away
conseserious
to
lead
things, it may
wusn't looking' somebody dropped a
quences. Nature often needs a little handful of salC in the tank and it
Chamberlains
assistance and when
pizened the poor glrL"
Tablets are given at the first indica
umv
sunerms
ana
distress
much
tion,
be avoided. Sold by all druggists.
Why She Resigned.
Mrs. Dix Aren't you the secretary
T
due of the Busy Bee literary society
Lame showier Is nearly always and
a
I
was
but
I
resigned
MrsHix
to rheumatism of the muscles,
few weeks ago.
free
application
the
to
quickly yields
.
T It I man t
Sold 07
Mrs. Dix Why did you do that?
of cnamoenaiu
Mrs. His Well, you see it kept me
all druggists.
so busy taking down the minutes that
I had no time to listen to the gossip.

!

Gives nicer, better food than baker's.

In th
a finish Maud
Until a Dipiane

Certainly! I can see you

inhiA

mum

Makes Home Baking Easy.

,

garden raked the hay
came ner way.
The next day Maude said: "By Hekl
I sure have got the sUSest neekr

rmmm

laaliiiiil

iimi

,0

Last night was a big night for Las
Vegas lodge No. 408 and the long
horned boys who make up its membership. With all the impressive ritual
of the order the newly elected officers of the lodge were installed,
following which came a big banquet.
Hallett Raynolds, past exalted ruler
of the lodge, presided at the ceremonies, which were attended by a large
number of the members of the lodge
Made from Pure Grape Cream of Tartar.
and visiting Elks.
laTj'aaaimaaMr
At the banquet Governor William
J. Mills, a member of the lodge, was
an honored guest. Governor Mills, the
AUTHORITY.
newly Installed officers, many or the
visiting brethren and others made addresses during the .serving of the ban'
quet which Included in its menu
and
for
delectable
eating
everything
drinking that the heart of any Elk
could wish. The banquet was prepared and served under the direction
of Ralph Gohlke, tyler of the lodge,
and was a credit to his ability.
Some of Fred Harvey's best looking girls waited on the tables. Dur
ing the evening an enthusiastic speech
rwas made by the new exalted ruler,
George H. Hunker. Mr. Hunker Is a
Owen Moran wants to become an
Connie Mack, from all accounts, la
great lover of things Elkian and under
still
aviator.
after college ball players.
to
is
his regime the lodge
expected
Hans Wagner would rather play ban
Let everybody cheer up and feel betgrow. Many of the Elks who spoke
than serve on a Jury.
ter.
predicted the lodge would be in its
Coast critics are expecting to sea
Evers wants the base runners
Johnny
own home before many months have
Jess Baker, Dode Brinker and Charley)
Teacher When was Rome built? to advance on bases on balls.
. In Pittsburg they are
passed. J. K. Martin, the retiring ex
picking the Mullen make good with the White 80A
Billy In the night.
this season.
Pirates to pass the pippin Cubs.
alted ruler, was given an ovation by
Teacher Why, Billy T
Russell Ford's activity in the FletchJ
Fred Tenney has named Mathewson
the Elks in recognition of his faithBilly Well, my pa always says that as the
slabbist he has ever er movement apparently did not injure
greatest
ful services.Rome wasn't built In a day.
him in the eye of Manager Hal Chasei
seen.
Many more similar good times are
e
Sox catcher
Joe Sugden, the
Baseball is to be the king of sports
the
Elks
for
the
being planned by
the coming year and not the sport of Is to coach the young pitchers of the
SHOULD COPY NATURE.
coming year. The officers Installed
Detroit team.
kings. '
Hofman was once a Pirate, it has
last night were: George H. Hunker,
Many ate falling In line for the
Giants aB prospective pennant "cop- been discovered. He came near being
exalted ruler; P. D. McElroy, esteem'
a shark and now he Is a Cub bear.
pers" in 1911.
ed leading knight; J. F. Anton, es
"Chick" Evans says the youthful
Attending dog shows is one of the
teemed loyal knight; Robert E- - Vasse,
is taking all the honors In the
in New York.
golfer
pastimes
principal
W.
D.
esteemed lecturing knight;
New bill for the legislature to con- ancient and honorable pastime. If any;
Condon, secretary; W. J. Benjamin,
sider: Resolved, That the toe hold be vet doubts this "Chick" will go out to
the public links and convince him.
treasurer; R, L. Gohlke, tyler; Hallett
Raynolds, A. C. Erbe, trustees; O. M.
Ward, esquire; W. O. Wood, chaplain;
E. F. Anderson, Inner guard.
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Do you know I'm

A
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$1.25
Quart Size, Special
Quart Size.. Social. ...gl.50

-

r
Clicker
ed writer f

ion

RED LETTER
OCCASION IN HISTORY
NIGHT

OF 408

--

I

1

INSTALLED

after having been here several days
on a buainaa. trip.
United States District Attorney
I,
J. Leahy and his assistant, Herbert

Phone Main 3

We Have

ELKS LODGE ARE

J. M. Sutherfand of Albuquerque
w
among tie business visitors in
L Vegas today.
j. a. jomey, a melon master mechanic, i here from his headquarters
in Rateocto look after official susi--

weighing, the
measuring- -tt
man who know, how

and

NEV OFFICERS OF

ALL METAL FREEZER

'

B. M. HYDE

When a medicine effects a successful treatment in a very large majority
of cases, and when we offer that medicine on our own personal guarantee
that it will cost the user nothing if
it does not completely relieve catarrh,
It is only reasonable that people
should believe us, or at least put our
claim to a practical test when we
take all the risk. These are facts
which we want the people to substan
tiate. We want them to try Rexall
Mucu-Tona medicine prepared from
a prescription of a physician with
whom catarrh was a specialty, .and
who has a record of thirty years of
enviable success to bis record.
We receive more good reports about
than we do of all
Rexall Muou-Ton- e
other catarrh remedies sold In our
store, and if more people only knew
what a thoroughly dependable remedy
Is, it would be the
Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
we would have
catarrh
remedy
only
any demand for.
is quickly ab
Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
sorbed and by its therapuetic effect
tends to disinfect and cleanse the
entire mucous membraneous tract,
to destroy and remove the parasies
tissues, to soothe the Irritation and
heal the soreness, stop the mucous
disoharce, build up strong healthy tissue and relieve the blood and system
of diseased matter. Its influence is
toward stimulating the muco-cell- s,
aiding digestion and improving nutri
tion until the whole body vibrates with
healthy activity. In a comparatively
short time it brings about a noticeable gain in weight, strength, good
color and feeling of buoyancy.
We urge you to try Rexall Mucu-Tonbeginning a treatment today.
At any time you are not satisfied,
simply come and tell us, and we will
oulcklv return your money without
question or quibble. We have Rex
in two sizes, 50 cents
all Muco-Ton- e
and $1.00. Remember you can obtain
Rexall Remedies in Las Vegas at our
store The Rexall Store- The E. G.
Murphey Drug Co.
-

Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
finest draught beers served over any
bar in the city.
,

Old Taylor, bourbon
the Opera Bar. Served from bar-

.Try

a dram of

at
rels on the bar.

y-

7

USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD III ONE OAT,

Buyer And you call that a beautiful vase? I think it's hideous. If art
ists would content themselves with
copying nature they would produce
more Interesting things.
Statement of
THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF NEW YORK
New York, N. Y.
To December 31st, 1910: ,
Assets
$572,859,062.98
Liabilities & Reserves.. $572,859,062.98
0. C. WATSON, Manager.
3
Pueblo, Colo.

Always remember the full name. . Look
for this signature on every box. 25o.

6&&

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MaJn 227,

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic.

Subscribe for The Optic

San Miguel National Bank
OapHmlPmld In

$100,000.00

,'

Las Utgas

CUNNINQHAM,
1

11
.

Prcaident,

9

Murplum

SPRINQER, Vie Prwldent,
HOSK1NS, Caahler,

30,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Commanding Figures
Are those shown in a savings bank book. For the
is not ruled by the sword, but by
world
money.
to-da-

y

Every Dollar You Save
Gives you a more commanding position among
your fellow men. Open an account here and start
your ascent in importance. ' ,'i Vt.v. ;
,

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BArm

o
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doz. No. 30; 2 do. No. 36; 2 doz.
No. 40;
dot No. 50; 2 dos. No.
70. Black, 1 dos. No. 30.
3 dozen Ladies' Shoe, as follows:
2
1 dos. 3s;
doz. 8s; 2 doz. 6

FOR BIDS

AND CAFE

RESTAURANT

TOE LOBBY
Las Vegas, N.
April 4, 191L
Sealed proposals will be received
8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
at the office of the secretary ot the
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Board of Directors of the New Mexico 1 do 4
Insane Asylum at La Vegas until ten
1 dozen Boxes Knitting
Cotton,
o'clock Tuesday, May 2nd, 1911, for white No. 18.
2
dozen Boxes Pantaloon Buttons,
the furnishing and delivery at the
SOCIETY. AND BUSINESS
size.
UV1
Mew Mexico Insane Asylum of all or large
dozen Boxes Safety Pins; 1
any of the hereinafter named supplies
No. 2; 5 boxes No. 3.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A, F. A RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Brothrequired for the maintenance of the box
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
6 dozen Papers Pins, needle points.
A. M. Regular comhospital, commencing May 1st, 1911:
Thursday of each month, eighth
1 dozen Sets Knitting Needles.
munication first and
20,000 lbs. flour, bidder name brand.
breath. Visiting
thirtieth
run,
2 dozen Gauze .Vests, size 6 and 6.
each
In
third Thursday
8,000 lbs. potatoes.
to the
brothers
welcome
always
2
2
dozen Spreads, 2
yards long,
month. Visiting broth10,000 lbs. sugar.
W. O. Wood,
wigwam.
sachem;
4
wide.
2
invited.
ers cordially
yards
800 lbs. Evaporated Apples, crop
David Flint chief of records and
5 dozen Napkins.
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
1910.
collector of wampum.
2 dozen Thin Cups and Saucers.
A. A. OPENS THE
800 lbs. Evaporated Peaches, crop
Sporleder, Secretary.
BASEBALL NOTES
12 dozen Heavy Dinner Plates.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
1910
12 dozen Heavy Cups and Saucers. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
fourth Tuesday evening of each
V00 lbs. Evaporated Apricots, crop
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Cups without handles.
SEASON OF 1911
1910.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Tuesconclave second
12 dozen Heavy Sauce Dishes.
Brothers are cordially invited- - J,
400
lbs.
Frank
Chance
Cooking
has
cut
Figs.
his
Manager
2 dozen Thin Plates.
day In each month at
K. Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
800 lbs. prunes.
21
to
Cubs
down
of
2.
Main
squad
'C.
Number,
Optic's
4
dozen Gravy Boats.
Temple at 7:30 p. m.
IT IS THE TENTH YEAR OF THIS
Condon,
800
4
lbs.
Secretary.
Crown.
The experiment of training in St.
Raisins,
S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re2 dozen Soup Bowls.
BASEBALL LEAGUE'S EX50
lbs.
Bidder
cans.
lb.
2,000
the
Cardinals
Louis
and
Lard,
the
by
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER2 dozen Heavy Vegetable Dishes.
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesISTENCE
Browns has not proved to be a real name brand.
TISEMENTS
1 dozen Thin Vegetable Dishes.
day evenings each month, at Fra1,500 lbs. Rice. Good quality.
success.
CHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
LAS
Five cent per line each insertion.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Pitchers.
dozen
Quart
In Cincinnati messengers stood In
2,000 lbs. Coffee, more or less, as
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
estimate six ordinary woras 10 a Toledo, O., April 12. The cutain
Brothers are cordially Invited. O.
Salt and Pepper Shakers.
dozen
first
in
order
onnvneation
to
Monday
get first required.
line. No ad to occupy less apace than rises today on the American associa- line all night
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
Pans.
Cake
dozen
Layer
100 lbs. White House Coffee.
in each month at Ma
two lines. All advertisements charg- tion pennant race of 1911, with the choice seats for the opening game.
4 dozen Small sauce dishes, heavy.
Condon, Secretary
400 lbs. White Squadron Coffee.
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
Pitcher "Red" Nelson of the Browns
ed will be booked at space actually champion Minneapolis team playing
2 dozen Whisk Brooms.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
2,000 lbs. White Corn Meal, more or
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
set, without regard to number of the Mud Hens on the Toledo grounds, worked as a railroad brakeman all
6 dozen Pencil Tablets.
Sporleder,
Chas. HNO. 804 Meets second and fourth
words. Cash in advance preferred. Kansas City playing in Ixuisvllle, winter and la now badly crippled with less, as required.
3 dozen Blankets.
400 lbs. Chewing Tobacco.
Bidder
Milwaukee in Indianapolis and St. rheumatism.,
in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
secretary.
Thursday
4 dozen Toothbrushes.'
season's
In order to reduce his weight Tom name brand. '
The
Paul In Co'umbus.
members are cor.
Visiting
building.
E.
1 bale Good Cotton.
O.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2,
20,000 lbs. Corn Chop.
schedule provides for 168 games on Madden, of the Boston Red Sox, has
W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
Invited.
dlally
1 bolt 8 oz. Canvas.
S. Meets second and rourtn inur-daybasis.
taken to wearing a full rubber suit
a
14,000 lbs. Oats, recleaned.
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
1 bolt Apron Gingham.
In Masonic Temple. Mis.
sea
WANTED Live local agent selling
inside of his uniform.
500 lbs.
Unless all signs go wrong, the
Baking Powder. Bidder
600 yards Hospital Gauze.
Mesilla valley farms under $9,000,-00- 0 son wlll be the most successful in
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Detroit fans are once more happy name brand.
unbleached
600
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
yards Pepperrell
1. Meets every Monday evening at
Elephant Butte Rio Grande pro- the history of the association. The Cobbs, Bush and Crawford, who were
1,100 lbs. Oleomargarine, Buttercup
Mrs. Minerva A Howell, Secretary.
to
sheeting,
a
mile
and
half
from
of
Las
appear
a
last
all
teams
last season, have or Sunlight, as required.
weak
at odds nearly
year
ject,
their hall on Sixth street- - All visit400 yards Canton Flannel, 1 yd.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street
Cruoes. 5 and 10 acre tracts on have been strengthened, which adds shaken hands again.
800
lbs. Codfish. Bidder name
ing brethren cordially Invited to atwide.
It Is reported in baseball circles brand.
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
easy monthly payments. See R. C. to the prospect for a close race for
1,
NO
LODGE
DORADO
bolts EL
200 yards Cheviot, no tw6
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Cahill, Castaneda Hotel, before 9 the championship. Much will depend that "Uncle Cy" Young Is to draw
100 lbs. Tapioca.
OF PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
alike.
on the work of the managers In his release from the Cleveland club
p. m.
300 lbs'. Tea. Bidder name brand.
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
300 yards Gingham, no two bolts
C. V. Hedgeock, cemetery trustee.
every Monday evehandling the teams and developing within a short time. '
1,000 lbs. Washing Podwer. Bidder
i
alike.
The San Joaquin league has recent name brand.
young players. These managers are
ning in Castle hall.
600 yards Old Hickory Shirting.
all men of baseball experience on the ly been organized in California, with
Visiting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD2,500 lbs. Soap Chips. Bidder name
100 yards Stevens Crash Toweling.
field, the most of them having served teams In Bakersfleld, Visalla, Fresno,
OF AMERICA
ERN WOO-ME- N
,
invited.
brand.
cordially
FOR SALE Cheap, a $75 refrigerator their time with major league clubs. Tulare, Porterville and Hanford
50 yards Indian Head.
and
fourth Tuessecond
the
Meets
Liebsch50 lbs. Black Pepper. Bidder name
Chas. E.
COO
in use onljr a short time. Inquire The rosters of the several clubs- this
yds. Dotted Swiss, double fold.
Catcher Bill Carrigan, of the Bos brand.
of each month in the W. O.
days
Chancellor
nier,
vear also contain the names of an ton Red Sox, smashed one of his fin
1107 Douglas.
200 yards Ticking, good quality.
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
8 cases Toilet Soap, 1 gross each.
Commander, Harry
600 yards Table cloth.
unusually large number of former star gers recently and was not able to
Venerable Consul; George
ot
Clay,
30
cases
Martin,
Keeper
Laundry
Soap.
clubsIn
the big league
6 boxes Typewriter
FOR SALE A good bedroom furni- players
Paper, 500
work in the opening game at Wash
Laemmle, Clerk. Visiting Nelgh- Records and Seal.
3 cases A. P. W. Toilet Paper, 24
6 to8 copy.
This Is the tenth season of the ington.
8
ture and bedding by F. J. Cutler,
sheets
each,
bors are cordially Invited.
cartons each.
American association in its present
i'laza.
2 boxes Typewriter
Paper, 500 BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
The Mercer University team has an
8
Gloss
cases
Starch,
Laundry
make-up- .
Columbus has held the
6 to 8 copy.
1KN TISTS.
sheets each, 8
player by the name o fBlll
UNION OF AMERICA Meets
first
Fountain Pen
FOR SALE Two buff Leghorn roos- championship title three times in the White. It is said of him that he can Kingston! preferred.
4 Quart Bottles
each
of
and
third
Wednesdays
10 cases Sapollo.
F. R. LORD
nine tattles for the flag, St. Paul and bat and field as well as any member
ters. Call Main 431.
Fluid.
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
30 cases Quaker Oats,
Indianapolis each have won twice, of the team.
2 Quart Bottles Laundry Ink.
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W..A.
""
DENTIST
30 cases Soda Crackers.
FOR SALE Good 5 room house in a while Louisville and Minneapolis
Hose.
200 feet
inch
former Brownta,
the
memStone,
George
Glvens,
Visiting
Secretary.
cans.
8
to their credit. To
cases, Green Corn, solid
Office Pioneer Building
good location on the hill, has lawn, have one triumph
should do well witih the Breewrs. It
1,000 feet lumber, 1x12x14 S2S.
bers cordially invited.
10 cases Tomatoes.
Milwaukee are
and
Rooms 3 and 4
Kansas
City
ledo,
A
If
barn.
fataken
and
10 gallons Paint, different colors.
garden
was Milwaukee that made George
bargain
as
10 cases Green Peas.
so
far
"maiden
tfie
class,"
in
still
Phone Main 57
at once. Phone Main 146. L. G.
NO. Office
mous and copped a ob In the big show
10 Gallons Wood Stain.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
8 cases P. V. Blend Syrup.
concerned.
are
pennants
Main 418
Phone
Residence
608
avenue.
Calhoun,
102 Meets every Monday night at
Douglas
2 Gallons Varnish.
for him.
2 cases
Safety Matches. "Red
A Harvard graduate suggests that
1 Gross Carriage
their hall in the Schmidt building,
Bolts, different
"
FOR BALES Legal blanks of all de
Top."
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Constipation brings many ailments In the Boston Nationals be called
west of Fountain Square, at eight
sizes.
2
cases Knox Minute Gelatine.
scriptions. Notary sealB and rec us train and is the primary cause of
He says It means bean-eatero'clock. Visiting members are coi
5 Gallons Linseed Oil.
much sickness. Keep your bowels
DENTIST
6 cases Pettijohn'w', Breakfast Food.
ords at Tito Optio ofCce.
but believe us, take a good at
4 Boxee Window Olaea 14x30 lncbee.
'
dlally welcome. Fred Phillips, presi
will escape
and
you
madam,
S
regular
cases
Qiita.
Hominy
1
on
a
him.
C.
before
It
o.
Carrie
you
b.
guy
women
spring
800
Schrock,
f.
which
to
tons
dent;
Secretary;
of the ailments
Asylum
Slack,
Has
Suite
4,
Crockett
many
Building.
phones
125
Corn
Jackets
Syrup, 2s, good
IFOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock are
Manager Dave Rowan of the Peoria
subject. Constipation is a very
Bally, Treasurer.
Switch, as required from May 1, 1911
at office and residence.
baby chicle?, $14.00 per 100. Money simple thing, but like many simple club has signed the Magafflgan broth quality.
to
1, 1912.
May
s.
12
conse
Bales Salt,
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- things, it may lead to serious
E.
J.
ROSENWALD
LODGE
nor
NO.
545,
are
ers.
neither
singers,
They
100 Tons Nut Coal, f. o. b. Asylum,
2 Bbls. Vinegar.
quences. Nature often needs a little dancers or acrobats. One Is an out
' I. O. of B. B. Meets every first TuesATTORNEYS
gie E. Stevens. Humboldt, Kan., R 2. assistance
as
and when Chamberlain's
required from May 1, 1911 to May
12 dozen Dandy Brooms.
Infielder.
an
is
day of the month In the vestry
Tablets are given at the first Indica- fielder, while the other
1912.
1,
6 dozen Fiber Pails.
Chester A Hunker
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 Geo. H- - Hunker
tion, much distress and suffering may
50 Cords Wood.
Dry Split Pine.
5 dozen Bib Overalls, as follows:
m. Visiting brothers are
o'clock
be avoided. Sold by all druggists.
p.
All the foregoing to be delivered at
HUNKER & HUNKER
1 doz.
2 doz.
2 doz.
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
the asylum.
3
6
Attorneys at Law
as
follows:
dozen
Jumpers,
President; Charles Greenclay,
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
WITH THE FiGHTERS
Bidders submit samples of articles
Estray Advertisement
3 doz. No. 40.
No.
doz.
Las
42;
New Mexico
elec-trio
Vegas
light housekeeping. Bath and
Nnt.lca ia hereby erlven to whom it
3 doz. Coats, as follows:
1 doz. marked with an asterisk ().
d3- concern
mnv
the
room
that
One
7
following
Bath
house.
light
The board of directors of the Insane
No. 36; 1 doz. No. 38; 1 doz No. 40.
and electric light. Inquire 320 scribed estray animal was taken up by
reserve the right to reject
M.
N.
Asylum
Las
Thomas
Warrick,
Vegas,
25 dozen Socks.
Frank Burns and Tommy Houck
Gallinas.
any and all bids.
t:
One ' gray mare about 12 have been matched to box in New
10 dozen Handkerchiefs.
Bidders should write plainly on enold.
4 dozen Suspenders.
Haven April 24
FOR RENT OR SALE Complete years
the following: "Bids for Supvelope
Branded
3 dozen Hats.
Tom O'Rourke is trying to sign Carl
moving picture outfit Including
for the New Mexico Insane Asyplies
On left shoulder
6
A.
meet
to
the
Morris
as
Men's
dozen
follows:
Palzer,
Shoes,
grand piano. L. G. Calhoun, Real
lum," with the name or names of bidOn left hip
3 doz. 8s; 2 doz. 9s; 1 doz. 19s,
champion of New York.
Estate Agent.
ders.
.
Branded
6 dozen Ladles' Hose, as follows:
As soon as they can get the right
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS,
and
this
to
unknown
Coulon
2 doz. 8
a
bid
for
2
animal
bout
2
Said
doz.
10.
doz.
Johnny
being
9;
Lame shoulder is nearly always due
on
or
owner
claimed
unless
by
W.
E.
President
9 dozen Boxes Thread, as follows:
GORTNER,
Frankie Conley will come together
to rheumatism of the muscles, and Board,
24, 1911, said date being 10
2
for another muss.
quickly yields to the tree application before April
doz. No. 8; 2 doz. No. 16;
White,
Secretary.
of CnamberUIn's Liniment Sold by days after last appearance of this Bold
The bout between Hugo Kelly and
said estray will be
all druggists.
Thompson on April 28 will
"Cyclone"
the
benefit
of
Board
for
the
this
by
be called off unless Thompson drops
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD
LOCAL TIME CARD
his spiel for a $3,000 guarantee.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 4, last pub April 14, '11
Shake Into Your Shoes
WEST BOUND
m
"v
Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic pow
Arrive
Advertisement
Estray
relieves
der.
It
painful, smarting,
No. 1
'1:50 P. M.
Notice is hereby given to whom it tender, nervous feet, and instantly
6:15 A, M.
No. 3
dethe
concern
that
following
may
5:15 P. M. scribed estray animal was taken up b takes the sting out of corns and bunNo- 7
ions. It's the greatest comfort disM.
9
6:35
P.
Dan Cassidy, Jr., Cleveland, N. M.
No.
covery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
Depart
M.
cow
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
2:10 P.
No. I
One
6:20 A. M.
Is a certain relief for sweating, calNo. 3
Branded
5:40 P. M.
No. 7
On left hip
W lous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Al7:00 P. M.
No. 9
Said animal being unknown to this ways use it to break In new shoes.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Try It today.
Sold everywhere, 25
EAST BOUND
before April 21 '11, said date being 10 cents. Don't accept any substitute.
Arrive
:
appearance of this ad- For FREE trial package, address Al9:10 P. M. days after last
No. 2
said estray will be sold
vertisement
N.
Y.
M.
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy,
11:10 P.
No. 4
by this Board for the benefit of the
1:15 A. M. owner when found.
No. 8
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
1:45 P. M,
No. 10
NOTICE
ASSESSMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
Depart
. to all tax
Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, '11
is
First
Notice
give
pub
hereby
No- - 2
9:15 P. M.
29 of the
In
Number
Precinct
payers
11:20 P. M.
No. 4
I will be
San
of
that
Miguel,
County
1:25 A. M
No. 8
Estray Advertisement
In my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, bewhom
It
to
2:10 P. M.
la
No. 10
Notice
hereby given
may concern that the following de- tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
scribed estray animal was taken up by until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
receive returns of all taxable properOne red and white steer ty. Those
falling to do so within the
about 6 years old, weight about 800 specified t'me will be assessed by me
WlISKEY
pounds.
according to Section 4035 of the comUTLEuH.eOND-rBranded
piled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
GRAVERS-PRINTER- S
On left ribs
25 per cent 'vlll be Imposed on those
Said animal being unknown U, this who fall to make returns,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or apr 30
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
before April 25, '11, said date being 10
1
I
ORDER THROUGH
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's
by this Board for the benefit of the Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
owner when found.
Kendrlck, Rasaca, Ga. "It is the best
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
for
cough remedy on the market
ave..
w.
116.1
M.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
colds and croup." For sale
coughs,
'11
First pub. April 5, last pub. April 15,
all
.
by
druggists.
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The new railroad station to be
ice on March 13 and in 1898 and 1902
Supplies for Indians nowadays are ing and millinery establishments, se
for dltferent from the beads, firewater cure furniture and
a pi
daring June in Chicago by the and 1903 the opening date was in
aid antiquated zuna of other days as ano, shoes, furs, hair goods and jewel- Chicago & Northwestern railroad will March. Reports
of ice conditions
th shipments from Chicago, whl h ry, but she may eat her luncheon in be rivaled by a $5,000,000 station in say that the ice is gradually disappearhas become the main Indian supply the restaurant, have her hair dressed Winnipeg built by the Canadian North' ing in all the lakes. On Lake Superpoint of the country, attest. There are at one of the hair dressing and man! em, which will be opened in July. ior a few fields are reported along
included In the purchases plumbers curing establishments and if she As Winnipeg is looked upon as the the north shore near Port Arthur, and
fixtures, overalls and
suspenders, wishes, consult a physician or dentist Chicago of Canada the rapid develop some fields in the extreme eastern
among a miscellaneous lot of things The man who comes to the building ment of western provinces as eviden- portion. Many harbors are already
which goes to show how times have may be eauallv well cared for. He ced by the new railroad station requir open. Whlteflsh Bay is clear of ice.
ed is peculariarly interesting. In Chi- In comparison with the same period
since wigwams, wampum and may make investments in real
changed
IT EXTENDS OVER A PERIOD OF war
paint were In fashion among the tate, secure any office equipment he cago a $5,000,000 structure has been of last season the Ice condition on
105 DAYS AND DETERMINES
red men. Civilization has certainly may need, dictate to a public stenog erected within gunshot of old Fort Lake Superior when reported was
AVERAGE CARRIED
cultivated tastes for the baubles of rapher, get shaved, and, yes indeed, Dearborn after 90 years of growth. about the same. In St. Mary's river
complex life for the list of supplies secure liquid refreshments at the buf In Winnipeg on the very site of old there aws more Ice this year. About
Fort Garry after 20 years of growth the same conditions prevail this year
Chicago, April 12. The weighing reads: "Dry goods, underwear, hos- fet on the main floor.
a
hats
$5,000,000 building has been needed. as last In Green Bay, Lake Michigan
iery,
notions,
gloves, suspenders,
of the malls transported by the railas Chicago's and Lake Huron. There was most
It Is quite as
and raps, hardware, iron, nails, plumbroads, a function that takes place ers' and steam fitters'
The report of the Chicago Vice and consequently has been a year Ice in the Straits. There was less
enameled
tools,
only once In every four years, is un- ware, glassware, lamps, agricultural Commission promises to become the and a half in construction. The main Ice in Lake Erie
and considerable
der way now in Chicago and through- tin and stamied ware, stoves, hollow greatest of the things accomplished building is 3S0 by 140 feet in area and .more in Lake Ontario. The first step
out a territory
roundabout which ware, tinware, piece goods, clothing. during Mayor Busse's administration, is surmounted by a dome 100 feet in In preparation for the opening of navfeet above the igation always is a picturesque event
diameter and 100
comprises practically a quarter of the overalls, shirts, tailors' trimmings, and there have been several things
conentire1 country. This Is carried on by rubber goods and shoes." The United of note. The studies and reports
connection
In
with the
level.
street
the United States life savers take
em- the postofflce authorities over a period States bureau of Indian affairs award- cerning harbors, smoke, water,
station there are eight elevated up their official residence In the life- and the
of 105 days to determine the average ed contracts in Chicago during the ployment, milk, the city plan
tracks with platforms' of cement, each saving stations at midnight.
were important. 1.6G0 feet
railroad
terminal
plan
of
mail
last
tfwo
'Weeks
about
long and capable of accom
weight
traveling over each
aggregating
route. By the simple device of tak $1,500,000. Eleven Chicago houses The report of the vice commission, modating tfwo trains of eleven coaches
The Souno Sleep of Good Health
that Mayor each. The approaches are covered
Can not be over estimated and any
ing the weight of mall carried In each were among the successful bidders. however, notwithstanding
to recommenda- euUways to all platforms and no per ailment that prevents It Is a menace
section of the country only once In Competition was keener than at any Harrison Is opposed
was so son can cross the tracks. The ma to health. J. L. Southers, Eau Claire,
four years, the postofflce ie said to previous letting. Bids were received tions and favors segregation,
al
Wis., says: "I have been unable to
conservative
and
comprehensive
terial in the building is of native sleep
get the better of the railways to the from all parts of the country, 322
soundly nights, because of pains
revealof though appalling In the facts
extent of two or three million dol
in all. About
tone, the Interior rwalls of stone and across my back and soreness of my
momentum of its effect marble. Under the dome, in the ro- kidneys. My appetite was very poor
lars a year. The records of the past the money to be spent gwes to Chi- ed, that the
The report was a tri- tunda with mosaic flooring, there are and my general condition was much
is
growing.
will
several weighings show that the mall cago. The goods contracted for
the
for
study of a municipal no seats or obstructions. In the base- run down. I have been taking Foley
business of the country is Increasing go to Indian schools and reservations umph
a method ment are commodious quarters for im- Mdney Pills but a short time and now
a
commission,
problem
by
x
states
scattered through twenty-siat the rate of about 18 per cent
sleep as sound as a rock, my general
not only
favor
wMch
in
is
gaining
migrants and general walling rooms. conditions Is greatly Improved, and I
year so that by the end of each four- - and are part of the supplies required In
matsocial subjects. In franchise
Restaurants and other station facili- know that Foley. Kidney Pills have
year period the railways are carrying for the fiscal year ending June 30,
with most at ties are
ters
the
cured me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
corporations
1912.
agwill
The
total
32 per cent of the total amount
completely provided for.
of
purchases
method as
Cross Drug Co.
the
are
stake
accepting
and
between
mail handled without any compensa- gregate
$4,000,000
sit
to
political
far
solving
preferable
tion. At the last session of congress $5,000,000.
uations in the terse cities, as was
Navigation on the great lakes will A Reliable Medicine Not a Narcotic
a protest against this state of affaire
Foley Kidney Pills contain in conof
declaration
the
shown recently in
open this week, and the first boats centrated
was presented by officers of 282 rail
of estabA complete city in a
form
iPreeident Theodore N. Vail of the from Buffalo will reach Chicago about lished therapeuticIngredients
value for the relief
roads representing over 200,000 miles with all tihe shops, cages, tailoring,
The
Bell Telephone system that "regula- five days later than last year.
and cure of all kidney and bladder
of road. The railway men insisted millinery, furniture, jewelry, shoe and
tion of public utilities by commissions record for 60 yeare shows more vari- ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are anthat as a matter of fairnese the mails fur establishments to supply the
has come to stay and ought to stay." ation In the moods of winter than tiseptic, tonic and restorative. Reought to be weighed once a year at wants of the thousands of tenants, The record of the Busse administra- does the record of the first killing fuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
least. No change was made, however, that is in innovation, even in Chicago.
Cross Drug Co.
tion also includes an increase in de- frosts of autumns. The theory that Red
in the laiw which now leaves the mat The many and various establishments
party as result the seasons are milder than In the
When a mtdlclne must be given to
ter at the discretion of the postmast of the Republic Building have organiz partmental effiicency,
of the Merriam commission's work, pioneer dayB, a theory largely based young cshlldren It should be pleasant
er general with only the stipulation ed a merchants' association and join
the building of the city hall, a splen- on steam heat and comfortable travel, to take. Chamberlain's Cough Remthat the weighs must be taken at ed the association of commerce, but
did building economically built, and is partly borne out by the fact that In edy Is made from loaf sugar, and the
least once In every four years. As with a declaration of anatomy, as one
The 1855 and for the next forty years, roots used In Its preparation give It
street
railway rehabilitations.
a flavor similar to maple syrup, makthis arrangement saves a large amount little complete kingdom of a federa
four years in many navigation did not open earlier than
the
during
gain
to the postofflce department at the tion. A child could grow from babying it pleasant to take. It has no supe1894
6
of
in
all
Straits
Is
conceded
the
while
April
by
Important ways
rior for coldB, croup and whooping
expense of the railroads it is not hood to a ripe old age without leavMackinac were officially "clear" of cough. For sale by all druggists.
parties.
likely to be changed unless congress ing the building and without failing
material
commands. There is unusual interest to gratify a single
want,
In the weighing that Is now going on members declare. More Important for
in the central states since it is to be practical use, a woman may come
followed by a test of Postmaster Gen- downtown to shop and not merely go
eral Hitchcock's plan to transport a from one department to another, but
part of the second class matter. In- may go from store to store without
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
cluding a large part of the magazine leaving the building. Not only may
mail, by freight instead of by regular she purcase gowns and hast for any
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse mbstitutea,
FOR SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CR088 DRUG CO.
dressmakat
the
occasion
conceivable
mail trains.
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SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado
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$800.00
r. O. B. Detroit
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
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those Suffering from Diseases of
the Stomach nd Intestines.

hen
dign.tir. organs sr. weakened or Impaired on or mors (not all) of tbo foilowi..(
symptoms arift.: floated tonffu. lack of appotito. voinitine;. Intestinal pains. Jaundiee. barnina; pains
in stomach, headache, acidity, dusiness. oonstipation, colic, general depression, aversion to certain
foods, dyspepsia, diarrhwa, flatul.no., stomach actio. In all snob cases relief is at ens afforded b

A Safe and ahsnlntAlV harm A SB rATTlAll V nrAr,u.l-Xi- i hv Kais H. i larlna
nhnicisn mn.i nhiinniuuiilist
of undoubted standing in Europe.
S'l'OM Al,lX relieves pain, eids digestion, stimulates the appetite, and tones the entire system,
restoring the dilutive functions to their normal power, so that they may perform their work unaided.
- MTOMAlslX does not. ntlict a drug habit.
9 8TOJI AL.IX is invaluable to brain
workers, Increases the capacity for effort, corrects ailments
of children, bunetite the youthful and axed, and is absolutely harm lens.
W tfuJc Ay alt Jrgyittt
H. HM I.FHi A HO.,
H., New Yorftu

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
MONDAY, APRIL 17th

Ch r 1st op her

Juoiorf

i

A SCREAMING FARCE IN FOUR ACTS

A'N A T. I-Christopher Colt, Jr
Christopher Colt, Sr
riajor liedway

Orrin Blood
..Lawrence Clark

..

Le0 TPton
Ed. McWenie

BertBellaby.

Charles Trumbull
Henry fiipsch

Mr. Glib,
Mr. Swanson

Presented by the Park Board

Tickets

STAR CAST

25c,. SOc, $1.00
x

Job
Dora..
Nellie Colt
firs. Colt
nrs. Glib

.'

Simper!

John Condon
Mary Tipton
firs. Artless Trumbull
Helen Cunningham
Mary Coors
Rachael Ward

Proceeds to Go Towards Payment of Debt

Free

Iist

peracLecl

f

a
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LOCAL NEWS.

Oca Oozeti

sold over the
Long's Buffet

bar

Old Crow

'

.

THE BALANCE Of" THIS WEEK

Lunch every morning at
'
at 'Long's Buffet.

10

i

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
193

i i

or Main 194

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

FREE!

FREE!
free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR
We give absolutely

i;

LUDWIG Wfl. ILFELD

tailored and
Davis, ladies'
Tilden.
1017
Telephone
gowns.
fancy
Main 357.

PHONE MAIN 379

"ExtragoW' Clothes
for Your Bovs
Place your confidence in thisi
make and it will '
mean greater econ- omy.
If in the pastVi

you've

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Baptist church, will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs.
John Shank, 513 East Douglas avenue.
A1! members are urged to be present- We are prepared to take care of
any and all kinds of cleaning and
pressing. Prompt delivery. Satisfac- MAYORS OF GERMAN CITIES
tion guaranteed. The Parisian Dry
Co. Phone Position Is Considered On of Honor,
Cleaning and Pressing
and Graft Is Rarely Heard of
Main 35.
There.

CALL ON US:

.

o'clock

The Ladls' Aid of the Christian
church meets tomorro afternoon at
'2:30 with Mrs. Walter Hay ward, 906
Fourth street

AT

Phone Main

4

Get your lawn mower in shape. Now we are prepared to sharpen them better than when new

at

Mrs- -

For Strictly Fresh Laid Eggs

Lawn Mowers
'
I

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

A mixture of unpleasant names for
conversation
each other in the
bandied back and forth by a' colored
gent named Garth and another gentleman of equally dark shade named
G. E. Stone caused a mixture of the
two in the street late last night Officer E. C. Ward acted as official separator. He took the gents in tow.
They will contribute to the city treasury. The fight occurred in the rear
of the Arcade saloon on Grand

Don't "happen" In but come to our
A public trust in Germany, accord-In-s
PHYSICAL WRECK
new store especially to see the newly
to Helnrloh Theurer of Frankfort
In
and
Easter
Is a public honor, and there are but
arrived spring
styles
Roelofs hats, Bostonlan dress shoes few cases of graft known In the fa,
and shirts and neckwear, at Taichert's therland.
"One of the principal requirements
new store.
of a mayor In Germany," said Herr
Theurer, who la a banker, "is unqualiThere will be a special communica fied honesty, for in the municipal adtion of Chapman lodge No. 2 A. F. & ministration of Germany graft in any
A.' M. tonight at 7:30 o'clock. Work form is not tolerated; In fact It is unAll members known. To become the mayor of a
in the E. A. degree.
city like Berlin, the applicant must
and visiting brethren are cordially in- have
established his reputation for efvited to be present
ficiency by governing other German
cities. His career is carefully scruThe city council will meet tonight tinized by the members of the town
in regular session. A large mass of council, who select him, for not only
routine business la awaiting the at- must he be competent and be able to
the duties of his
tention of the council. It Is probable perform successfully
also he must be young
but
office,
high
that the sewer construction plans will enough to remain competent for many
be discussed, though no action likely years, for a mayor In Prussia Is electwill be taken tonight
ed for a term of 12 years, and, if not
after that period, is entitled
Tickets to "Christopher Colt, Jr.,'- to a life pension of half the amount
of his salary. After a service of six
which is to be staged Monday evenh
of his
years his pension is
ing in the Duncan opera house for salary, and after serving 20 years,
Lady Was that a good chicken I
the benefit of the park fund, are selltie need not be a resident of gave you 7
Tramp It may have been good moring rapidly. Reservations are being Berlin at the time of his appointment;
The cast In fact the mayor is usually chosen ally, ma'am but physically It was a
made at the usual places.
of other cities.
wreck.
is practicing regularly and is putting from the residents
"The mayor Is appointed by the
on the play in good style. The pro town council,
subject to the confirmaduction will be a scream from begin tion of the king of Prussia," continued
"When it becomes
ning to end, and indications are the Mr. Theurer.
known that the office of mayor is to
opera house will be jammed.
be vacant applications tor the position
considered by a committee of the
After an absence of over eight are
town council, and if municipal officers
bull
Coles'
Ben
months City Marshal
have made especially good records in
dog "Duke" is again gnawing bones other cities they may be requested to
in the back yard of his master and apply, if they have not already done
chasing the neighbors' cats up the old so. After a thorough discussion of
apple tree. The dog disappeared and the merits of the various applicants,
the appointments are made.
Our department
for caring
Coles believed he had been stolen.
"We regard the administration of a
for
animal
these
the
articles
to
proved
locate
embraces
the
effort
An
city from a strictly business standmost careful attention to details
unavailing and Coles had no clew to point, the same as any other big enThe terprise. If industrial, financial and
the Identity of the kidnapers.
of handling.
commercial concerns are anxious to
been
has
returned.
It
been
has
dog
The secure the best managers to be had
in Raton during ite absence.
In the cleaning process we
to take charge of their interests, why
not
been
return
has
story of ."Duke's"
should not a municipality do the same
use only softened and filtered
divulged.
thing, when it is considered that the
water, which means a whiteness
interests involved are so great and imand
cleanliness only produced
concern
and
and
citizen
portant
every
The less politics In the
by the use of soft water and a
public) administration and more businecessary saving to the deliness principles the better. Why don't
cate net in the washing process
same
in
the
you apply
principles
America." Washington Herald.
We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
OPPORTUNE MOMENT
"know how" to produce satisfac.
.
Lettuce
tory results.
White and Red

bought

your boy's clota-i- "
ing of us you know
what to expect of
the next SuitJf you J
have not been geti t
ting "Extragood" . K
Clothes ask v your
neighbor who has,
then come here
yourself. We have
Russian and Sailor
Suits from 2j to
10. Knickers for
the boys 7 to 17.

Phone Main

131

First National Bank
OR

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

-

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, . Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exohange.
A

For Easter We Will

Turkeys

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

'

.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

GROCERIES,

'

BAKERY GOODS,

FISH, ETC,

MEATS,

BETTER TO BE HAD

Look-Goo-

d

ty?

.

V

vrv;'

U

'V

"A Square Deal"

THF "MONEY BACK"

LAWN MOWER
Self

Adjusting

and Self Sharpen
Satisfaction

ing.

or Your

Money

Back.

OUR

By

WhyT

Katle-'Cau- se

he's got a sore foot'

Do Not Delay

Carnations beginOrdering jour Easier Plants and Flowers.
ning today, $1.00 Per Dozen. Roses, beginning
Wednesday $1.50 Per Dozen.

They Taste Good

Perry Onion & Son

They are Good

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

Store Phone Main i&i,

LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Phono Main 21

Foot of Main St.

Retail Prices:- 2,000 Ibi., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25o per 1M lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30o per 100 lbs.
BO lbs., to 200
lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.

Lest than

60

lb., each delivery,

60c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

Harvesters, Storera and Distributors of Natural Ice. the purity
1
lasting qualities of which, have made Las Vegas famous. Office
.5: i:

aid

WHOLE

Don't boat your enr-poto and start tha
gormo to flying, uao
tho Vacuum Ctoanar
Picks up dirt and
gcrmo. Wo rent tho
cicanor for $f a day.

Is

1

the Best to

Use

It contains all the elements
necessary for building, nourishing 'and sustaining the
human body.
Especially
beneficial for those who suffer from indigestion. "Made
in a sanitary way, baked in
a sanitary oven."
"There's a Reason"

BOUCHER'S
(Jhm Coffee Man.)

Kanch Phone ?76.

Lbs Vcgaa LlgMaPhonoPowctjGo
Main
200,

i

11

A

SON

D. W. CONDON

WHEAT BREAD

GROCER.

EATABLE

SCREENED

&

WHY

s

,

WE ALWAYS

JOHNSEN

C.

Phone Main 81.

Katie This would be a good time
to ask paw.

POULTRY .

J.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

OF THE

BUY THEM

HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

They

Celery-Strawberrie-

the Best

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store
NOTHING

Radishes,
White Asparagus J i
Green Asparagus
Spinach
Peas
Green Beans
Wax Beans
New Potatoes
Tomatoes

Oranges
Grape Fruit
Tangerines
Bananas
Choice Apples

614 Lincoln Avenue"

If You Want

tax-paye-

Have Home Grown

DRY CLEANING

Phone Vegas 450

1

i f ft

two-third- s,

Curtains

The

V;.

.

one-fourt-

Lace

ESTABLISHED 1876

k

.

I

GREENBERG ER

d

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Always Rely On

Aotb.er.siVu

;i4

t

ij

j
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